Georgia Southern University
Faculty Senate Meeting
August 31, 2022 | 4:00 – 6:00 p.m
Zoom Link for Non-Voting Attendees:
https://georgiasouthern.zoom.us/j/92447726513
Zoom Link for Panelists will be sent out by Tuesday, August 30

Pre-Meeting Notes:

1) Read all reports, motions, and discussions included in this agenda before the
meeting.
2) Be able to access copies during the meeting. Copies will not be shown online
during meetings.
3) To allow everyone a chance to participate, and to conduct the meeting in a timely
manner, please limit yourself to two talking points per item. No talking point should
exceed two minutes.
4) Faculty Senate meetings this year will be virtual. The meeting starts promptly at 4
p.m., which means everyone should be online by that time. The meeting space will be
open with IT staff available 30 minutes prior to the starting time to help with any
technical issues you may have prior to the meeting.
5) This meeting will be run as a virtual Video Webinar through Zoom with all Senators
and select administrators as Panelists.
6) Senators and invited guests should join with video with full name and college
affiliation. Video should be on when speaking.
7) As a Senator, if you cannot attend, it is your responsibility to confirm a substitution
with the Alternates from your college. The name and email address of the alternate
must be provided to the Faculty Senate Office 48 hours prior to the meeting to ensure
that they receive the appropriate link to sit on the panel and vote.
8) Alternates may vote only if they are representing another Senator.
9) Please raise your hand via the link at the bottom of the Zoom webpage to be
recognized to speak.
10) All Faculty Senate meetings are recorded.
11) All submissions to the Chat box will become part of the official minutes of the
meeting.
12) Edited Minutes will be distributed.

Agenda
4:00 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER

4:03 p.m.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

4:04 p.m.

APPROVAL OF THE MAY MINUTES (pp. 5-12)

4:05 p.m.

LIBRARIAN’S REPORT (pp. 13-15)

4:07 p.m.

SENATE PRESIDENT’S UPDATE
1. Improving communication and discussion at Faculty Senate
meetings
2. Faculty Senate staff support (search is in progress), website,
forms, etc.
3. Committee membership issues
a. SEC will be trying to appoint Senators and Alternates to
numerous open seats
b. SEC will be discussing committee structures and possibly
bringing options back to Faculty Senate for discusson
c. Possible changes include allowing faculty who are not
Senators or Alternates to fill seats for SEC appointments,
reducing the number of SEC appointments, and making as
many appointments as possible in the spring semester as
colleges report election results
d. By-laws revisions might be needed in spring 2023
4. Salary study and related issues
a. Scope, methodology, and timing of upcoming salary study
b. Faculty priorities for future adjustments
5. SRI timing (SRI pilot will be discussed later in the meeting)
6. Proposal for Chair Evaluation process, which was discussed in
the spring, will be reconsidered by the Faculty Welfare
Committee before coming back to the Faculty Senate

4:20 p.m.

FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (SEC) REPORT
New Business
i.
Motion Request: Recommendations from the ad hoc committee
on annual evaluation/major review policies and procedures (van
Willigen) (pp. 16-63)
MOTION: Adopt the recommendations proposed by the ad hoc committee
to address changes made to faculty evaluation and major review policies by
the USG Board of Regents. (See attachment for specific recommendations)

ii.

Discussion Item: New SRI pilot (Dawers/SEC) (pp. 64-73)

SUBJECT OF DISCUSSION:
The Faculty Senate voted in spring 2022 to pilot a new SRI form that had
been developed by an ad hoc committee. The Senate Executive Committee
brings this subject forward for discussion with the following
recommendations for the pilot:

1) identify at least two faculty members from each college who are willing to
run the pilot through Qualtrics in addition to having their classes fill out the
existing SRI;
2) ensure that the faculty and courses are sufficiently diverse to address
possible concerns about the methodology;
3) solicit detailed input in January from all faculty who participated in the fall
2022 pilot; and
4) bring the issue back to the full Faculty Senate in the spring so that the
new SRI, if adopted, could be implemented for the 2023-2024 academic
year.

iii.

Discussion Item: Armstrong Task Force (Dawers/SEC) (pp. 74-75)

SUBJECT OF DISCUSSION:
The recently created Armstrong Task Force
(https://president.georgiasouthern.edu/armstrong-task-force/) has been
charged by President Marrero with identifying 4 to 6 programs by Oct. 1 that
could be targeted for development and promotion for the 2023-2024
academic year and beyond. The task force, which has six work teams, will
also eventually be making medium- and long-term recommendations to

increase enrollment, improve campus life, and address other issues on the
Armstrong Campus. The Senate Executive Committee has brought this
discussion forward so that Senators can ask questions and make comments
about the ATF.
5:15 p.m.

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Dr. Kyle Marrero)

5:30 p.m.

PROVOST’S REPORT (Dr. Carl Reiber)

5:45 p.m.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADJOURNMENT

Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate Meeting
May 12 2022, 4 to 6 p.m.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order at 4PM.
The Senate approved the minutes from the April meeting.
The Senate Executive Committee asked for two faculty to represent the Faculty Senate at the
Student Government Association meetings. Because of the amount of work, the SEC felt that
having two faculty members serve would assist in balancing the amount of service for the
position.
Faculty Welfare Committee changed the policy in place for department chairs to include time
limits of 5 to 10 years for those in the position. Faculty noted several questions related to the
new policy especially why the committee felt we needed time limits for department chairs. The
policy was tabled so the committee could answer the questions.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 PM.
MINUTES
Officers in Attendance: Cary Christian (CBSS, President) Trish Holt (COE, Past President,
Parliamentarian), Jennifer Kowalewski (CAH, Secretary), Robert Terry (CAH, Librarian), Bill
Dawers (CAH, President Elect)
Senators in Attendance: David Calamas (PCEC), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Amanda Hedrick
(CAH), Annie Mendenhall (CAH), Eloise Pitt (CBSS), Finbarr Curtis (CAH), Jay Hodgson
(COSM), Jeffrey Riley (CAH), Jonathan Murphy (CAH), Joshua Kies (WCHP), June Joyner
(CAH), Katherine Fallon (CAH), Kendra R. Parker (CAH), Kymberly Harris (COE), Marieke Van
Willigen (CBSS), Mark Hanna (PCOB), Yi Hu (COSM), Divine Wanduku (COSM), Chris Hanna
(WCHP), Cathy MacGowan (COSM), Jim LoBue (COSM), Omid Ardakani (PCOB Haresh
Rochani (JPHCOPH), William Amponsah (PCOB), Mike Nielson (CBSS), Nedra Cossa (COE),
Raymond Lawrence (COPH), Barbara Ross (COSM), Rob Yarbrough (COSM), Melissa Gayan
(CAH), Rami Haddid (PCEC), Amy Potter (COSM), Beth Burnett (LIB), Delores Liston (COE),
Felix Hamza-Lup (PCEC), Josh Kennedy (CBSS), Nathaniel Shank (COSM), Nick Mangee
(PCOB), Amanda Konkle (CAH), Bill Mase (JPHCOPH), Ed Mondor (COSM), Grant Gearhart
(CAH), Jessica Garner (LIB), Kwabena Boakye (PCOB), Marian Tabi (WCHP),Megan Byrd
(WCHP), Mujibur Khan (PCEC),
Alternates in Attendance: Estelle Bester (WCHP), Shelli Casler-Failing (COE), Ionut Emil
Iacob (COSM), Kathryn Haughney (COE), Jun Liu (PCOB),Kip Sorgen (COE, Marina
Eremeeva (COPH),
Senators not in Attendance: Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Chris Kadlec (PCEC), Christine Bedore
(COSM), Tanesha Osborne (COSM), Maliece Whatley (PCOB), Fayth Parks (COE), Clint Martin
(PCEC), Camille Rogers (PCOB) Kathryn Haughney (COE), Raymona Lawrence (JPHCOPH),
Addie Martindale (CBSS), Abid Shaikh (COSM), Justin Montemarano (COSM), Kari Mau
(WCHP), Leticia McGrath (CAH), Lisa Costello (CAH), Sheri Carey (WCHP), Wendy Wolfe

(CBSS - AC), Nancy Remler (COE), Elizabeth “Betsy” Barrow (COE), Paula Tillman (WCHP),
Susan Hendrix (WCHP), Pam Mahan (WCHP),
Participating Administrators: Kyle Marrero (President), Carl Reiber (Provost), John Lester
(VP University Communications), Scott Lingrell (VP Enrollment Management), Amy Ballagh
(AVP Enrollment Management), Cynthia Groover (Asst. Provost), Diana Cone (Vice Provost),
Maura Copeland (AVP Legal Affairs), Shay Little (VP Student Affairs),
Attendees: Alexis Belvin, Dustin Anderson, Worlanyo Eric Gato , Ashley Walker Colquitt,
Ashraf Saad, Brad Sturz, Brett Curry, Donna Brooks, Delana Gajdosik-Nivens, Delana Bell
Gatch, Dot Kempson, Janet Dale, , Karelle Aiken, Kelly Crosby, Melissa Joiner, Miguel Garcia,
Nikki DiGregorio, Ryan Schroeder, Stuart Tedders, Trina Smith Wendy Woodrum, Yiming Ji,
Joanna Schreiber, Ted Brimeyer, Lisa Carmichael, Patrick Notovny, Salman Siddiqui,

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
The motion carried unanimously.
IV.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES / April 27, 2022 (Kowalewski, Senate Secretary)

Cary Christian asked if there were any changes to the faculty senate minutes from
April. Since no corrections were noted, the minutes stood approved.

V.
LIBRARIAN’S REPORT / April 27, 2022 (Terry, FS Librarian)
Cary Christian asked if there were any changes to the Librarian’s Report. No changes
were indicated. The Librarian’s Report was approved unanimously.
VI.

Other Reports
A. Two-Year Strategic Plan
• Patricia Holt (Parliamentarian) indicated that the University Strategic
Planning Committee first assessment for academic years 2020 and
2021 have been forward to President Marrero, who will share it with
the president’s cabinet. The committee is working to extend the
strategic plan for an additional two years, through 2026.
B. SGA Report (Belvin)
• Alexis Belvin indicated SGA was extremely busy throughout the year.
SGA has activity its judicial branch, so SGA now has three branches,
executive, legislative, and judicial. The organization has partipated in
the organizational fair on campus, hosted vaccination events, and
worked with multicultural events to assist in both suicide awareness
and breast cancer awareness. SGA hosted other events, including a
safety walk on campus, and a midnight breakfast for students during
finals week. SGA also updated its Constitution this year.
C. Update from Spring USG Faculty Council Meeting
• Cary Christian (CBSS) indicated that the USG Faculty Council Meeting

met with our new Chancellor Sonny Perdue. Perdue indicated he has
a keen interest in education in Georgia. One of his major strategic goals
is to protect academic freedom of all faculty. Perdue also hoped work
with the state legislature to fund USG properly. One of USG Strategic
goals remains allowing students in Georgia to obtain affordable
degrees. USG remains committed to preparing students for jobs in the
state, and supporting the needs of businesses to assist in gaining a
diverse workforce. USG continues to try to attract companies to
relocate to Georgia. Sonny Perdue stressed he was governor during
two terms that also saw two recessions. Budget cuts during his tenure
as governor hit every state agency, including USG. He hoped to work
with USG to ensure that we weather any economic issues. Sonny
Perdue also said that the companies want a diverse workforce, with a
strong need for liberal arts core courses. Cary Christian indicated he
felt that we should not prejudge the Chancellor. We should accept his
statements of good faith, and give him the opportunity to show us
what he will do. USG also hired Dr. Ashwani Monga as the system’s
chief academic officer and executive vice chancellor of academic
affairs. Mark Hanna (PCOB) indicated that the senate had a resolution
that read that the Georgia Southern University welcomes Chancellor
Sonny Perdue to the Board of Regents of the University System of
Georgia. The motion passes with five who abstained.
VII. FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Reviews – Update
a. Marieke Van Willigen (CBSS) indicated that she had worked with other faculty on
an ad-hoc committee to determine how to implement the new policy regarding
tenure and promotion that came through the USG. The issue is the new policy
has a five-point Likert scale that indicates that faculty need to exceed
expectations or be exemplary each year on evaluations. That means faculty need
to receive a four or five on their annual evaluation for tenure and promotion.
The policy indicates that the faculty need to be noteworthy in three of the five
areas that they are being evaluated on for tenure and promotion. The
committee has reached out to the other universities in the USG to determine if
they have a way to work this into annual evaluations. The issue is how do we
define noteworthy. Other universities have not found a solution to this issue,
and we have to try to interpret the language from the policy. The committee will
think about the issue over the summer and attempt to come back to the Faculty
Senate in the fall with some language. Carl Reiber (Provost) thanked the
committee for its hard work on this issue. Jim LoBue (COSM) indicated that the
way he read the policy, the phrase included “discipline specific.” Does this have a

broader impact on how we look at this policy? Marieke Van Willigen (CBSS)
indicated that this was an excellent point, and that the committee would look at
this, because the criteria might not be the same across disciplines.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Nomination and election of new representatives to the SGA
• Cary Christian (CBSS) indicated that the SEC would like to have two
representatives to serve as a liaison to the SGA. The position of
representative to the SGA is a time-consuming position. Having two
representatives to fill the role could assist in getting individuals to
nominate themselves for the position. The representatives would be the
liaison between SGA and the Faculty Senate on issues and legislative
matters related to Georgia Southern. The representatives should be
available every first and third Monday of the month from 6 to 8 p.m. to
attend SGA meetings. Jim LoBue (COSM) indicated that the
representatives do not need to be members of Faculty Senate.
B. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
• Merit Raises (Botnaru)
• Cary Christian (CBSS) indicated that there was a request for
information regarding the merit raises. He indicated that the RFI
could be answered by providing a link to where the information
could be found regarding the merit raises. Carl Reiber (Provost)
indicated the first three questions related to merit raises and the
final question related to post tenure review. So, he answered the
last question first. 4. What, if any, is the effect of the recent COLA
on raises for successful annual, promotion and post tenure
reviews? The university uses a matrix to determine raises following
promotion and tenure. The dollar amount is based on having the
funding available. However, he does not remember a time the
university did not have the funding to provide the raises. 1. Does
the amount of annual merit raises rest within the department? Is
there a stated university policy regarding the differences in annual
merit raises depending on meets vs. exceeds expectations? Carl
Reiber indicated that each college has their own merit-based raises
assessment that the university used. 2. Is there a stated policy on
the amount of raises included in post tenure review? Is there a
difference in the amount depending on meets vs. exceeds
expectations? Is this amount consistent across colleges? Is this
amount guaranteed every year? Carl Reiber again indicated that
this was mixing merit-based raises and tenure & promotion raises.
He added the university had a matrix it used regarding thing. 3.
What is Georgia Southern’s stated policy on raises related to

promotion to different ranks and tenure? How are these amounts
determined? Is this amount guaranteed every year? Carl Reiber
indicated that this was part of the matrix. So the information is
available based on looking at the matrix, state policies, as well as
university policies. Kyle Marrero (President) indicated he wanted
to clarify that the raises come when designated funding is available
through the state. The state might indicate funding for a 2 percent
merit raises, while USG might indicate 0 to 4 percent merit raises
based on annual performance. The only other raises are often
market-based adjustments to retain employees. Diana Botnaru
(WCHP) indicated that the faculty did not know about the matrix.
Diana Cone (Provost Office) indicated that the matrix for meritbased raises and tenure & promotion raises has not changed
during consolidation. Mark Hanna (PCOB) indicated that there
might be inequality in the merit funding based on different
alignment of the annual reviews. He wondered if there was a policy
that would assist with this, especially with years of no merit raises.
Diana Cone indicated that when there were no merit raises one
year, often department chairs and deans attempted to help the
following year by looking at what their faculty accomplished over
the two years, not just the year of the merit raise. Diana Botnaru
asked whether if faculty meet expectation, they received $1,000
but if they exceeded expectations, they received $1500? Diana
Cone indicated that the university used this under Dr. Keels
presidency. Shelli Casler-Failing (COE) asked whether the matrix
would be available for faculty to look at? Carl Reiber indicated the
deans had them, and he would be willing to share with faculty.
C. DISCUSSION ITEMS
• Timeline for Student Evaluations (SRIs) (Botnaru)
• Diana Botnaru (WCHP) indicated faculty had wondered why the
timeline for student evaluations had changed. Student evaluations
opened a few weeks before the semester ended, and closed the
last day of class. However, currently, the student evaluation period
overlapped with the final exam period, which may lead to lower
scores because students would know their final grades for the
class. Carl Reiber (Provost) indicated that the change occurred
when the university went to the electronic form. He indicated if
faculty had issues, the university might have student evaluations
go back to happening before the semester ends. However, it might
help if Faculty Senate could create an ad hoc committee to
investigate whether evaluations changed based on when the
timeline was for evaluations. Diana Cone (Provost Office) indicated
that the paper evaluations were always done before the end of the
semester. However, when the evaluations went online, the third-

party vendor indicated a different time period. In the chat, the
question was raised if the time period could revert back to the
original with the new contract set to take effect on July 1. Diana
Cone indicated she believed it could. Marieke Van Willigen (CBSS)
indicated that students often have higher expectations of their
grades because we have seen more grade inflations coming from
high schools. She indicated that having evaluations during finals
week, when some students are just showing up is unfair to the
faculty. Robert Terry (CAH) indicated that he wondered when the
contract expires or when we would renew it, and whether we
could use internal resources rather than a third-party vendor.
Diana Cone indicated she wasn’t aware of when the contract
expired specifically. As for having the program done internally, it
would take several years to develop it. Rami Haddad (PCEC)
wondered how many faculty have seen their evaluations decrease
because of the change of the timeline. Carl Reiber indicated that
the Provost’s office does not monitor that.

D. Motions
• Faculty Welfare Committee Policy on Periodic Review of Department
Chairs (Konkle)
• Amanda Konkle (CAH) indicated that for transparency, the
university should understand the process of evaluating chairs. The
committee has created a policy that would assist in review of
chairs. The policy included that chairs would serve for a five-year
period; however, the time period could be extended another five
years if voted on by the majority of the faculty. June Joyner (CAH)
wondered if the time included when a chair held the position of
interim chair. Amanda Konkle indicated that the subcommittee
talked about it, but she would have to investigate the matter more.
Carl Reiber indicated that interim chairs are different, therefore,
the policy should consider this. Shelli Casler-Failing (COE) indicated
her chair thought the policy was already in place. Amanda Konkle
indicated the biggest difference in the policy would be the addition
of term limits. The policy would consider the faculty vote as well
when considering reappointment of a department chair. Rami
Haddad (PCEC) asked whether there was an issue with the term
extraordinary. The policy calls for the chair to be extraordinary but
does not define this term. Also, when replacing chairs after five or
10 years, the chair returns to the faculty line; however, the
department would need extra funding for this. Amanda Konkle
indicated if a department is happy with the chair, this would allow
the chair to serve a third term. The policy would allow larger
departments to have chairs rotate out every five to 10 years. Carl
Reiber explained that when faculty do return, there often is no

faculty line to return to, so the university has to create the line,
and identify money. The university would have to ensure that
there is money for this to occur. Departments and colleges would
have to prioritize which departments need the extra leadership to
ensure resources. Josh Kennedy (CBSS) indicated that faculty had
concerns. He wondered whether the policy was created with
discussions from department chairs. Having department chairs
serve for 10 years might dissuade someone from stepping up to
the position. Chairs are supposed to serve at the pleasure of the
deans. How would this be impacted by such a policy? David
Calamas (PCEC) indicated that he did not like the idea of the term
limits, as departments might have a great chair that would get
pushed out after 10 years. Currently, the university has several
chairs who have served for 10 years or more. Would they be asked
to step down because of the new policy? Amanda Konkle indicated
that the subcommittee didn’t discuss that, but it would be a huge
bait and switch. Therefore, the policy would not be retroactive.
Finbarr Curtis (CAH) indicated that the policy should allow chairs to
stay for more than 10 years. Jim LoBue (COSM) indicated the
measure should be tabled for a future meeting to get answers to
these questions. June Joyner (CAH) wondered if changing the
policy to eliminate the time limits would be a better idea. Amanda
Konkle indicated that the term limits would stop someone from
being a chair for life. However, she appreciated the feedback.
Melissa Gayan (CAH) indicated that she had seen when a dean
ignored faculty to retain a chair that was not popular among the
faculty. She indicated the police would assist in stopping those
issues. Mike Nielson (CBSS) had two points to make. The faculty
had a lot of questions that we need answers to before we vote on
the policy. The policy just came out and many faculty might not
even know about this. He added that he wondered why the chair
was the only individual subjected to this policy. Rami Haddad
(PCEC) indicated that when a new chair comes to Georgia
Southern, they might not want to serve for 5 to 10 years. Rob
Yarbrough (COSM) wondered if the same budgetary issues occur
when a person is the interim chair, or whether a department that
has a rotating chair position also has issues with the compensation
issues. Carl Reiber indicated the Provosts office considers this
when the university has interim chairs or rotating chair positions.
Jim LoBue (COSM) made a motion to table the issue. Josh Kennedy
(CBSS) seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
VII.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT AND BUDGET UPDATE (Dr. Kyle Marrero)
Kyle Marrero (President) indicated we have had a busy commencement season,

however, he had a few updates. Juneteeth has officially become a federal holiday;
therefore, the university will give employees the day as a paid holiday. This will
impact teaching for those teaching summer courses. Carl Reiber would update
faculty on what should happen with their courses. Marrero added the university
continues to search for the chief diversity officer. The search has gone well, despite
have a competitive market. The university also continues to move forward on
opening the Wexford campus and welcoming students and faculty this summer. The
groundbreaking for the new Convocation Center on the Statesboro campus will
happen May 26. The university planned several celebrations on our different
campuses over the summer, including having dignitaries from our corporate
sponsorships in June. For those looking forward to fall, the fall semester begins
August 10.
VIII.

PROVOST’S REPORT (Dr. Carl Reiber)
Provost Carl Reiber indicated this has been a positive year, despite the challenges of
Covid. The university has continued to excel. He hoped faculty could enjoy some
downtime with family this summer. The university will begin gearing up for another
round of budget talks this summer in order to begin advocating from the state our
budget needs. He added that the university will push out vacant lines as soon as
possible, with searches that might be able to start when we return to campus. We are
working on visiting lecturers’ lines as well. This has been a positive year.

IX.

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES
None

X.

ADJOURNMENT
Cary Christian adjourned the meeting at 5:35 p.m.
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Librarian’s Report
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Submitted respectfully by Robert Terry, outgoing Faculty Senate Librarian, in preparation for the
August 31st meeting of the Georgia Southern Faculty Senate.

ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE

Meeting Agenda
August 1st and 2nd, 2022 1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

Type of Meeting: August meetings of the Academic Standards Committee
Meeting Facilitators: David Calamas and Lisa Dusenberery (Co-Chairs)
Members attending: Addie Martindale, Alex Reyes, Ann Fuller, David Calamas, Estelle
Bester, Kay Coates, Kelly Sullivan, Lisa Dusenberry, Nancy Remler, Nathaniel Shank,
Nikki DiGregorio, Solomon K. Smith, and Diana Botnaru.
Invitees attending: Wayne Smith (Registrar), Scott Taylor (ASC), Dustin Anderson
(Provost), Heather Shelly (Compliance) and Jenna Adams (ITS).

I.

Call to order at 1:02 pm on Monday and 1:00 pm on Tuesday

II.

Roll call (via zoom)

III. Approval of minutes from last meeting (Approved by email to submit to senate on
6/25/2022)
IV. Open issues
a) Missing membership and out-of-date senate webpage (Academic Standards site): Lisa
has been in contact with the incoming Senate leadership to get membership and the
webpage updated.
b) Election of Co-Chair: Election has been delayed to the December meeting (or by
email ahead of the meeting), so that membership can be updated and appointed.
V.

New business
a) Overview of Review Process
i

David provided an overview of the appeal review process. Special topics
included a discussion of when to use stipulations and checkboxes (Provost’s
office, Dean’s office). Jenna offered information about sorting records and
multiple people viewing appeals.

ii During appeals, one group asked what % sign next to a letter grade on a
transcript meant. The % indicates that the grade is not included in the GPA or
quality points (often used for learning support style classes).

b) Review of Appeals
i

Committee members were provided resources to get to the Appeals dashboard
in MyForms, EAB Navigate, calculating best case scenarios with points down.

ii The committee reviewed 115 appeals on Monday and 30 on Tuesday.
VI.

Note for future open business from main room discussion: discuss change of auto appeal
from 10 points down to 12 or 15.

VII. Adjournment (2:34pm Monday; 1:45 pm Tuesday)

8/25/22, 3:36 PM

Motion Request - 2022-08-17T21_01_42

Senate Executive Committee Request Form
SEC via campus mail: PO Box 8033-1

E-Mail: fsoffice@georgiasouthern.edu

Standard View

Close

Motion Request
8/17/2022

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Recommendations from the ad hoc committee on annual evaluation/major review policies and
procedures

MOTION(s):
(Please write out your motion in the exact form/wording on which you want the
Senate to vote.)
Adopt the recommendations proposed by the ad hoc committee to address changes made to
faculty evaluation and major review policies by the USG Board of Regents. (See attachment for
specific recommendations)

RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why the motion should be considered by the Faculty Senate,
remembering that the Senate does not deal with issues limited to individual colleges or
administrative units. Include pertinent data and source references for information
and/or language.)
As the BOR made significant revisions in 2021-2022 to system-wide faculty annual evaluation
and major review (pre-tenure/tenure/post-tenure) policies and procedures, related Georgia
Southern University policies and procedures articulated primarily in the Faculty Handbook must
be modified to be in compliance with these system-wide policies. A committee of faculty
representing all colleges and diverse ranks was formed in 2021-2022 to review these systemlevel changes and make recommendations for needed changes to GA Southern policies and
procedures. The committee spent the Spring 2022 semester seeking feedback from faculty and
drafting recommendations. These recommendations have been emailed out twice to all faculty
for feedback, have been discussed at two Faculty Senate meetings and discussed with the
University Chairs Council.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form.
MOTION Recommendations to Address Changes to Annual Evaluations and Major Reviews required by the BOR (1).pdf
397.47 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

Submitted by:
wdawers

Phone:
9124785426

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+President%2ffacul…
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8/25/22, 3:36 PM

Motion Request - 2022-08-17T21_01_42

E-Mail:
mvanwilligen@georgiasouthern.edu

Re-Enter Email:
mvanwilligen@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY
This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty, staff, and
administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for relevance to the mission and
business of the Faculty Senate. This site is a tool not for debate but solely for
information exchange. Redundant and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward.
Approval
Response:
Approved

SEC Response:

Senate Response:

Presidents Response:

Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

https://gseagles.sharepoint.com/sites/Office of the President/facultysenate/_layouts/15/FormServer.aspx?XmlLocation=%2fsites%2fOffice+of+the+President%2ffacul…
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MOTION
Adopt the recommendations proposed by the ad hoc committee to address changes made to faculty evaluation
and major review policies by the USG Board of Regents.

RATIONALE
Whereas the Board of Regents in 2021 modified system-wide policies related to annual evaluations and major reviews (including pre-tenure,
tenure, and post-tenure reviews), the ad hoc committee formed by the Georgia Southern Faculty Senate during the 2021-2022 academic
year submits the following recommendations to implement these changes at Georgia Southern University in a manner that is equitable to all
faculty. These recommendations are informed by a university-wide survey of faculty, solicitation of feedback on previous drafts of these
recommendations during two Faculty Senate meetings as well as email distribution of said drafts to all faculty, two meetings with the
university-wide Chairs Council, as well as extensive feedback sought by committee members within the units they represent.
As indicated below, involvement in student success activities has been added as a specific criterion at all faculty ranks. What student
success activities will “count” and how involvement will be assessed is a question for specific unit and college policies. The USG Student &
Academic Affairs Handbook Sect 4.4 includes the following language on this point. We have added references to involvement in student
success activities throughout the appropriate sections of the Faculty Handbook.
“Evaluation of the Student Success component will involve an assessment of the faculty member’s involvement in activities inside
and outside the classroom that deepen student learning and engagement for all learners. These aspects may include effective
advising and mentoring; undergraduate and graduate research; other forms of experiential learning; engagement in other high impact
practices; the development of student success tools and curricular materials; strategies to improve student career success;
involvement in faculty development activities; and other activities identified by the institution to deepen student learning. Examples
include, but are not limited to, Centers for Teaching and Learning, Chancellor’s Learning Scholars, Faculty Learning Communities
and MomentumU@USG.” (USG Student & Academic Affairs Handbook Sect 4.4)
The proposed Faculty Handbook changes below are also mindful of the following changes to the BOR Policies on the criteria for evaluation,
promotion and tenure. In particular the addition of the involvement in student success activities is both a new category and changes the
minimum number of “noteworthy” categories of evaluation.
Criteria for Promotion
“The minimum criteria are:
1.Excellent teaching and effectiveness in instruction;
2.Noteworthy involvement in student success activities;
3.Noteworthy professional service to the institution or the community;

4.Noteworthy research, scholarship, creative activity, or academic achievement; and,
5.Continuous professional growth and development
Noteworthy achievement in all of the above areas is not required, but should be demonstrated in at least three areas.” (BOR 8.3.6.1)
Criteria for Tenure
“The minimum criteria for tenure are demonstrating:
1. Excellence and effectiveness in teaching and instruction;
2. Outstanding involvement in student success activities;
3. Academic achievement, as appropriate to the institution’s mission;
4. Outstanding service to the institution, profession, or community; and,
5. Professional growth and development.
Noteworthy achievement is required in at least two of the above categories, but is not required in all categories.” (BOR 8.3.7.3)
The Board of Regents has stipulated that all USG institutions use the following Likert Scale in conducting annual evaluations: 1) Does not
meet expectation, 2) Needs Improvement, 3) Meets Expectations, 4) Exceeds Expectations, 5) Exemplary. It has further defined noteworthy
achievement as reflective of a 4 or 5 on said Likert Scale and deficient/unsatisfactory as reflective of a 1 or a 2 (USG Academic & Student
Affairs Handbook 4.4). Faculty feedback throughout this process reveals confusion as a result of existing inconsistencies in descriptors used
throughout the existing GA Southern Faculty Handbook. Given the new prescribed Likert scale and this feedback from faculty on language in
the existing handbook, the committee has attempted to unify the descriptors used on evaluations throughout the document. The Likert Scale
and related descriptors are identified in section 305.01 so as to define those descriptors early on. We propose a change in the descriptors
used for “special evaluations” (eg. pre-tenure review, third-year review, post-tenure review, etc) to make them consistent with the descriptors
used by the USG and to provide a clearer connection between annual evaluations and these “special evaluations”.
Finally the changes strive to address the following changes to the BOR policies related to evaluation processes:
1. The addition of a required Performance Remediation plan if a faculty member receives an evaluation of 1 – Does Not Meet
Expectations or 2 – Needs Improvement in any one category of a single annual evaluation.
2. The addition of a required “Corrective” Post Tenure Review Process if a faculty member receives an evaluation of 1 – Does
Not Meet Expectations or 2 – Needs Improvement in any one category of a second annual evaluation (ie. two years in a row)
3. The addition of a required Performance Improvement Plan if a faculty member receives an unsatisfactory review on a Post
Tenure Review (regularly scheduled or “corrective”)
4. The possible consequences of unsatisfactory completion of the requirements of the Performance Improvement Plan.
5. The addition of a required Performance Remediation Plan if a faculty member received an unsatisfactory evaluation on a
pre-tenure review.
Given the potential consequences of each of these changes for faculty workload, rank, and/or continued employment, we have proposed
mechanisms to ensure open communication and increase peer review throughout the stages of the related evaluation processes. Feedback

from faculty and discussions among the committee members indicate that some colleges follow many of these procedures already; while
others do not. We believe consistency is necessary to ensure equity in the application of these procedures.
Selected relevant sections of the USG Academic & Student Affairs Handbook and BOR Policy Handbook include
4.4 Faculty Evaluation Systems

https://www.usg.edu/academic_affairs_handbook/section4/C2845/#p4.4_faculty_evaluation_systems

8.3.5.4 Post Tenure Review
4.7
Post tenure Review

https://www.usg.edu/policymanual/section8/C245/#p8.3.5_evaluation_of_personnel
https://www.usg.edu/academic_affairs_handbook/section4/C690

8.3.6 Criteria for Promotion
8.3.7 Criteria for Tenure

https://www.usg.edu/policymanual/section8/C245/#p8.3.6_criteria_for_promotion
https://www.usg.edu/policymanual/section8/C245/#p8.3.7_tenure_and_criteria_for_tenure

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Given faculty feedback and the reality that student success activities overlap with the three primary areas of faculty
responsibilities (teaching, scholarship/creative activity, and service), the committee recommends that faculty annual reports
evaluate support of student success within the contexts of teaching, scholarship, and service, NOT as a separate category.
Therefore we have edited the faculty handbook to include student success activities and professional development within these
sections and to prompt faculty to report these activities within their appropriate sections. We suggest that the annual report form
also be edited to prompt faculty to report these activities within their appropriate sections.

2.

In response to the BOR changes to evaluation policies and procedures as well as feedback we have received from faculty on
evaluation procedures generally, we are submitting suggested revisions to the Faculty Handbook to attempt to address these
changes and improve our processes. These are attached below.

3.

The committee recommends that academic units and colleges articulate in writing what is expected for faculty to achieve each
level of evaluation within each of the evaluation categories (ie. what meets expectations, etc.). In particular units and colleges
must identify what activities they recognize as supporting student success. To assist in this process, we have developed a
Student Success Supplement to facilitate these discussions. Said supplement is attached at the bottom of this document.

4.

The committee recommends that the university’s annual evaluation form be revised to prompt faculty members to report their
student success and professional development activities within each section (Teaching, Scholarship/CreativeActivity, Service), to
prompt unit heads to include an evaluation of the faculty member’s professional development and student success activities

within their summative comments, and to prompt unit heads to include an evaluation of the faculty member’s progress towards
their next major review.
5.

The committee recommends that a timeline be established for colleges to review and revise their evaluation procedures and
policies for transparency in the implementation of these procedures. A report should be made to the faculty and to the Provost’s
office.

6.

Given the timeline articulated in the USG’s implementation guidelines and assuming that the USG approves these revisions prior
to December 2022, the committee recommends the new annual review guidelines first be used to evaluate faculty members’
performance for calendar year 2023 (ie. on the annual evaluations they receive in spring 2024).

7.

Given the timeline articulated in the USG’s implementation guidelines and assuming that the USG approves these revisions prior
to December 2022, the new Post Tenure Review processes will be implemented in AY 2023-2024. As GA Southern faculty are
evaluated on a calendar year schedule, we recommend implementation of this new policy no earlier than January 2024, to
coincide with the next evaluation cycle. However as stated in the USG policies on implementation “Faculty who go up for
post-tenure review during the first two years of implementation should be given flexibility based on the adoption of new
expectations.”

8.

Note: While we have not edited all sections of the Faculty Handbook, the committee recommends the removal of all gendered
pronouns throughout (she/he; his/her) and the replacement of they/their. Similarly the USG Handbook and BOR Policy Manual
use the term academic unit head, rather than department chair. We use academic unit head to refer to the department chair
throughout our changes. We note that there are inconsistencies in other sections of the handbook with respect to this language
which should be edited if consistency is desired.

RECOMMENDED REVISIONS TO THE GA SOUTHERN FACULTY HANDBOOK
2021-2022 GA Southern Faculty Handbook in its entirety: https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/fac-handbook/

301 Academic Freedom - Page 35 of the 2021-2022 Faculty Handbook
Note: While this section is not being revised, we include it for context as academic freedom is referred to in several
relevant sections below.
Georgia Southern University supports the statement on Academic Freedom by the American Association of University Professors.
PREAMBLE The purpose of this statement is to promote public understanding and support of academic freedom. Academic freedom exists
within the institutional framework of shared governance in which collegial forms of deliberations are valued, responsibilities are shared, and
1

constructive joint thought and action are fostered among the components of the academic institution. Institutions of higher education are
conducted for the common good and not to further the interests of either the individual or the institution. The common good depends upon
the free search for truth and its free exposition. Academic freedom is essential to these purposes and applies to both teaching and research.
Freedom in research is fundamental to the advancement of truth. Academic freedom in its teaching aspect is fundamental for the protection of
2

the rights of the teacher in teaching and of the student to freedom in learning. Membership in the academic community imposes on students,
faculty members, administrators, and board members an obligation to respect the dignity of others, to acknowledge their right to express
3

differing opinions, and to foster and defend intellectual honesty, freedom of inquiry, and free expression on and off the campus.
4

ACADEMIC FREEDOM Teachers are entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing issues relevant to their subject. Pedagogical decisions
should be made by the faculty in accordance with the policies of that academic unit. Pedagogical decisions should be consistent with university
policies, codes of professional ethics and conduct as well as the educational goals of the course and the evaluation standards held in the
academic unit.
Teachers are entitled to full freedom in scholarly activities and in dissemination of the results, subject to the adequate performance of
their other academic duties. Scholarly activities for pecuniary return should be based upon policies established by the governing bodies of
the institution and the University System.
College and university teachers are citizens, members of a learned profession, and officers of an educational institution. When they speak or
write as citizens, they should be free from institutional censorship or discipline, but their special position in the community imposes special
obligations. As scholars and educational officers, they should remember that the public may judge their profession and their institution by
their utterances. Hence, they should at all times be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the opinions of
others, and should make every effort to indicate that they are not speaking for the institution.
Footnotes
1
based on the Joint Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities, as it appears in the AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, 7th edition, 1990: 119.
2
based on the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, as it appears in the AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, 7th edition, 1990: 3.
3
based on A Statement of the Association’s Council: Freedom and Responsibility, as it appears in the AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, 7th edition, 1990: 77.
4
based on the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, as it appears in the AAUP Policy Documents and Reports, 7th edition, 1990: 3-4.
Approved as amended by Consolidation Implementation Committee, May 10, 2017.

305.01 FACULTY EVALUATION
BEGINNING PAGE 38 (2021-2022 FACULTY HANDBOOK)
Existing Language

Recommended Language
*language in green is from BOR Policy Handbook and/or USG Handbook
*language in yellow is wording from committee

Intro paragraph
The criteria described below apply to all types of faculty evaluation.
Evaluators of faculty at all levels shall seek evidence of sustained effort,
involvement, and record of achievement. Accomplishments which have
enriched the student learning experience are valued most. The entire body
of work submitted by candidates shall be considered, though the most
recent work shall be afforded greater consideration by the deliberating
bodies at each level of evaluation. The four Board of Regents’ criteria of
superior teaching, outstanding service to the institution, academic
achievement, and professional growth and development are to be applied
where appropriate. While the manifestations of faculty achievement may
vary across disciplines, the qualities represented in these criteria shall be
the predominant basis for evaluation and shall be reflected in college and
departmental governance documents.

The criteria described below apply to all types of faculty evaluation. Evaluators of faculty at all
levels shall seek evidence of sustained effort, involvement, and record of achievement.
Accomplishments which have enriched the student learning experience are valued most. The
entire body of work submitted by candidates shall be considered, though the most recent work
shall be afforded greater consideration by the deliberating bodies at each level of evaluation.
Evaluation materials will apply where appropriate the five Board of Regents criteria: excellence
in teaching; service to the institution, profession or community; scholarly achievement;
professional growth and development; and promotion of student success. While the
manifestations of faculty achievement may vary across disciplines, the qualities represented in
these criteria shall be the predominant basis for evaluation and shall be reflected in college and
departmental governance documents.
Tenure-track faculty, tenured faculty, and faculty outside of the tenure process should be
evaluated based upon their academic discipline-specific criteria, and the institutional
evaluation rubric, consistent with the system-level review policies and guidelines. All USG
annual faculty evaluations must utilize the following Likert scale:
1 – Does Not Meet Expectations
2 – Needs Improvement
3 – Meets Expectations
4 – Exceeds Expectations
5 – Exemplary
Noteworthy achievement as referenced in BOR Policy 8.3.7.3 on Criteria for Tenure and
throughout this document is reflective of a 4 or 5 on the above Likert Scale. Deficient and
unsatisfactory as referenced throughout this document is reflective of a 1 or a 2 on the above

Likert Scale (USG Academic & Student Affairs Handbook 4.4).

Teaching

Teaching

A demonstrated record of superior, effective teaching is the first and most
important area of evaluation. Superior teaching is reflective,
student-centered, respectful of the diversity of students, multimodal, and
focused on student learning outcomes. Teaching represents professional
activity directed toward the dissemination of knowledge and the
development of critical thinking skills. Such activity typically involves
teaching in the classroom, laboratory, or studio, and direction of research,
fulfillment of professional librarian responsibilities, mentoring, and the like.
Teaching evaluation procedures should include both formative and
summative elements. All teaching evaluation procedures should include
student ratings of instruction and a narrative or self-evaluation that
includes reflections of how professional pedagogical development (e.g.,
conferences/workshops on teaching and learning, course development) is
applied. Further evidence of excellence in teaching can be found in
classroom evaluations by peers and/or the department chair, examination
of student work, as well as other evaluation methods not listed here.
Student ratings of instruction shall not be the sole measure of teaching
effectiveness for any review, nor shall instructors be ranked according to
student ratings for evaluation; rather, a complete picture should be
obtained through multiple sources. Documentation of teaching
effectiveness is the responsibility of the faculty member.

A demonstrated record of excellence in teaching is a minimum criterion for all professorial
ranks, and therefore the first and most important area of evaluation. Excellent teaching is
reflective, student-centered, respectful of the diversity of students, multimodal, and focused
on student learning outcomes. Teaching represents professional activity directed toward the
dissemination of knowledge and the development of critical thinking skills. Such activity
typically involves teaching in the classroom, laboratory, or studio, and outside of the classroom
in the direction of research, field placements/internships, fulfillment of professional librarian
responsibilities, mentoring, and the like. Teaching evaluation procedures should include both
formative and summative elements. All teaching evaluation procedures should include student
ratings of instruction and a narrative or self-evaluation that includes reflections of how
professional pedagogical development (e.g., conferences/workshops on teaching and learning,
course development) is applied and how student success (eg. the deepening of student
learning and engagement for all learners, together with established strategies to improve
student completion rates regardless of race, gender, age, or socioeconomic status (BOR 2022))
is addressed. Further evidence of excellence in teaching can be found in classroom evaluations
by peers and/or the academic unit head, examination of student work, as well as other
evaluation methods not listed here.
Student ratings of instruction shall not be the sole measure of teaching effectiveness for any
review, nor shall instructors be ranked according to student ratings for evaluation; rather, a
complete picture should be obtained through multiple sources. Documentation of teaching
effectiveness is the responsibility of the faculty member.
As involvement in student success activities is expected at all professorial ranks, faculty are
encouraged to report how their teaching activities impact student success. Professional
development activities focused on improving or expanding upon one’s teaching should also be
reported.

Scholarship

Scholarship/Creative Activity

The significance of scholarly accomplishments shall be judged rigorously
within the context of the discipline. Candidates must provide evidence of
work that has been selected for dissemination through peer-reviewed
venues. Scholarship includes the discovery, integration, development,
application, and extension of knowledge as well as aesthetic creation and
is often demonstrated by publications and presentations designed for
professional audiences. Scholarship is manifested in articles, scholarly
books and texts, reports of research, creative works, textbooks, scholarly
presentations, research grants, demonstration grants, papers read, panel
participation, exhibits, performances, professional and academic honors
and awards, additional professional training or certification, degrees
earned, and postdoctoral work.

The significance of scholarly/creative accomplishments shall be judged rigorously within the
context of the discipline. Candidates must provide evidence of work that has been selected for
dissemination through peer-reviewed venues. The University System of Georgia (USG) and
Georgia Southern recognize and equally value all four types of scholarship identified by Boyer
(1990): the scholarship of discovery, the scholarship of application, the scholarship of
integration, and the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL). Creative scholarship includes
the discovery and dissemination or application of knowledge and the creation, development,
and application or production of works of art, design, and aesthetic creations. Scholarship is
manifested in a number of ways including (but not limited to) articles, scholarly books and
texts, reports of research, creative works, textbooks, open educational resources, scholarly
presentations, research grants, demonstration grants, papers read, panel participation,
exhibits, performances, professional and academic honors and awards, additional professional
training or certification, degrees earned, and postdoctoral work. As involvement in student
success activities is expected at all professorial ranks, faculty are encouraged to report how
their scholarly activities and/or creative activities impact student success. Professional
development activities focused on improving or expanding upon one’s scholarly/creative
agenda should also be reported.

Service

Service

Faculty are expected to make service contributions to their professions and to
the institution. Service at the department/school, college, and university
levels is essential to the well-being of the University. Service includes the
application of one’s expertise in the discipline for the benefit of a professional
organization, the community, or the institution. Service also includes the
academic advisement of Georgia Southern University students. Additionally,
service may include work in schools, businesses, museums, social agencies,
government, etc., as well as activities undertaken on behalf of the University.
Consulting shall be designated as paid or unpaid.

Faculty are expected to make service contributions to their professions and to the institution.
Service at the department/school, college, and university levels is essential to the well-being of
the University. Service includes the application of one’s expertise in the discipline for the
benefit of a professional organization, the community, or the institution. Service also includes
involvement or support of co-curricular student success initiatives focused on recruitment and
retention, affordability, access and infrastructure, intellectual, academic, personal or
professional development of Georgia Southern University students. Additionally, service may
include work in schools, businesses, museums, social agencies, government, etc., as well as
activities undertaken on behalf of the University. Consulting shall be designated as paid or
unpaid.As involvement in student success activities is expected at all professorial ranks, faculty
are encouraged to report how their service activities impact student success. Professional
development activities focused on improving or expanding upon one’s service should also be
reported.

305.02 Types of Evaluations
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305.04 Types of Evaluations
A. Each full-time, continuing faculty member is evaluated annually to ensure effective performance and facilitate improvement. Annual
evaluations also serve as the basis for recommending merit salary increases and determining continuation of non-tenured,
tenure-track faculty, and non-tenure track faculty.
B. Visiting (limited-term) faculty are evaluated annually (or at the end of the semester if appointed full time for one semester).
C. Part-time faculty are evaluated at the end of the semester of appointment (or term of appointment if appointed for a full year).
D. Teaching adjunct (honorary, uncompensated) faculty are evaluated at the conclusion of the semester of appointment (or term of
appointment if teaching for an academic year).
E. Special evaluations are made for the following specific decisions, applicable to full-time, continuing faculty:
• pre-tenure review
• tenure review
• promotion review
• post-tenure review
• third-year lecturer review
• sixth-year lecturer review and promotion to senior lecturer (promotion not required as part of a successful review)
• senior lecturer promotion to principal lecturer
• fifth-year follow-up review of lecturers after the initial sixth-year review and fifth-year review of senior lecturers and principal
lecturers
• non-tenure track faculty and clinical faculty fifth-year review and promotion (promotion not required as part of a successful review)
• Non-tenure track faculty and clinical faculty promotion review

Types of Faculty Evaluations
Evaluation

Annual
Review

Description

A review of the
performance and
achievements of each
faculty member as
related to the faculty
member’s stated goals
and
objectives for the year.
Annual reviews are
conducted on every
single faculty member,
including full-time,
part-time, visiting, and
adjunct faculty.

Existing Language
Schedule

• Faculty submit a report of their professional activities to the
department chair by early January.

Recommended Language

Schedule

*language in green is from BOR Policy
Handbook and/or USG Handbook
*language in yellow is wording from committee
• Faculty submit a report of their professional activities to the
academic unit head by early January.

• Department chairs conduct annual faculty reviews January

• Academic unit heads conduct annual faculty reviews January

through March.

through March.

• First year probationary faculty receive notification by February
1st if a contract will not be offered for the following year.
• Second year probationary faculty receive notification by
November 1st if a contract will not be offered for the
following year.
• All other faculty receive notification by August 1st if a
contract will not be offered for the following year.
• Salary increase recommendations—based on the annual
reviews—are made in April (if available that year).

*Faculty are provided copies of their annual evaluations no later
than April 1.
• First year probationary faculty receive notification by February
1st if a contract will not be offered for the following year.
• Second year probationary faculty receive notification by
November 1st if a contract will not be offered for the
following year.
• All other faculty receive notification by August 1st if a
contract will not be offered for the following year.
• Salary increase recommendations—based on the annual
reviews—are made in April (if available that year).
*All USG annual evaluations must utilize the following Likert scale:
1) Does Not Meet Expectations, 2) Needs Improvement, 3)
Meets Expectations, 4) Exceeds Expectations, and 5)
Exemplary. (USG Faculty & Student Affairs Handbook § 4.4)

Pre-Tenure
Review

A comprehensive review
of the performance and
achievements of
non-tenured,
tenure-track faculty
members conducted in
the third year of the
probationary period or
at the mid-point of the
probationary period if
the faculty member has
probationary credit.

• Faculty receive notification of the review in mid-September
and are asked to prepare their materials.

• Faculty receive notification no later than mid-September of
the deadline to submit their materials.

• Departments submit pre-tenure reviews to the dean’s office in

• Departments submit pre-tenure reviews to the dean’s office in

early February. • Dean’s office submits summary memorandum*

early February.

to the Provost’s Office in mid April.

• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the Provost’s
Office in mid April.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the findings
at each prior level of review for each candidate, noting whether
the candidate met expectations, exceeded expectations, or fell
below expectations. The dean also includes his/her own
evaluation of the candidate regarding whether the candidate’s
performance met expectations, exceeded expectations, or fell
below expectations.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the findings
at each prior level of review for each candidate, noting whether
the candidate established a record of accomplishments which was
noteworthy, met expectations, or unsatisfactory (see section
305.01 above). The dean also includes their own evaluation of the
candidate regarding whether the candidate’s performance was
noteworthy, met expectations, or unsatisfactory.

Third-year
Review

A comprehensive review
of the performance and
achievements of
lecturers, non-tenure
track faculty, and clinical
faculty

• Faculty receive notification of the review in mid-September
and are asked to prepare their materials.
• Departments submit third year reviews to the dean’s office in
early February.
• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the
Provost’s Office in mid April.

Tenure

Post-Tenure
Review

Lecturers
Due
Sixth-Year
Review
and/or
Promotion
to
Senior
Lecturer

A comprehensive review
of the performance and
achievements of
non-tenured,
tenure-track faculty
members conducted in
the fifth or sixth year of
the probationary period
for consideration of the
award of tenure.

• Deans submit tenure reviews to the Provost’s Office in early

A systematic, periodic,
cumulative review of all
tenured faculty
members which focuses on
identifying faculty
development
opportunities that are
mutually beneficial for
the faculty member and
the institution.

• Faculty receive notification of the review in mid-September

• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the Provost’s

• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the Provost’s

Office in mid March.
*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate,
noting whether the candidate met expectations, exceeded
expectations, or fell below expectations. The dean also
includes his/her own evaluation of the candidate regarding
whether the candidate’s performance met expectations,
exceeded expectations, or fell below expectations.

Office in mid-March.

A comprehensive review
of the performance and
achievements of lecturer
faculty members
conducted in the
sixth year of service
for consideration of
continuing
appointment and/or
promotion to senior
lecturer.

• Deans submit lecturer reviews to the Provost’s Office in early

• Deans submit lecturer reviews to the Provost’s Office in early

• Deans submit tenure reviews to the Provost’s Office in early

December via SharePoint.

December via SharePoint.

• Tenure review at the university level completed by the

• Tenure review at the university level completed by the

end of January.

end of January. • If approved, tenure is effective August

• If approved, tenure is effective August 1st.

1st.

• If review is unfavorable, a nonrenewal letter is issued to the

• If review is unfavorable, a nonrenewal letter is issued to the

faculty member no later than August 1st.

and are asked to prepare their materials.

faculty member no later than August 1st.

• Faculty receive notification of the review in mid-September
and are asked to prepare their materials.

• Departments submit post-tenure reviews to the dean’s office in

• Departments submit post-tenure reviews to the dean’s office in

early February.

early February.

December via SharePoint.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the findings
at each prior level of review for each candidate, noting whether
the candidate’s record of accomplishments which was noteworthy,
met expectations, or unsatisfactory (see section 305.01 above).
The dean also includes their own evaluation of the candidate
regarding whether the candidate’s performance was noteworthy,
met expectations, or unsatisfactory.

December via SharePoint.

• Lecturer review at the university level completed by the end of

• Lecturer review at the university level completed by the end of

January.

January.

• If recommended and approved, promotion to senior lecturer
st

• If recommended and approved, promotion to senior lecturer

effective August 1 .

effective August 1st.

• If review is unfavorable, a nonrenewal letter is issued to the

• If review is unfavorable, a nonrenewal letter is issued to the

faculty member ideally by August 1st.

faculty member ideally by August 1st, but no later than the
date prescribed by the BOR Policy Manual (8.3.4.3).

Evaluation

Follow-up
Lecturer/Senior/Pr
incipal Lecturer
Review

Non-Tenure Track
Faculty and Clinical
Faculty Fifth-Year
Review

Non-Tenure Track
Faculty and Clinical
Faculty Promotion

Description

A systematic, periodic,
cumulative review of all
lecturers/senior
lecturers/principal
lecturers who have
previously and
successfully navigated
the sixth-year review.
Conducted in the fifth
year
following last major
review.

A systematic, periodic,
cumulative review of all
non tenure track
faculty and clinical
faculty members which
focuses on identifying
faculty
development
opportunities that are
mutually beneficial for
the faculty member and
the
institution.

A comprehensive review
of the performance and
achievements of
non-tenure track faculty
for consideration for
promotion to the next
higher promotable rank

Existing Language
Schedule
• Faculty receive notification of the review in

Recommended Language
Schedule

• Faculty receive notification of the review in

mid-September and are asked to prepare their
materials.

mid-September and are asked to prepare their
materials.

• Departments submit follow-up reviews to the dean’s

• Departments submit follow-up reviews to the dean’s

office in early February.
• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the
Provost’s Office in mid-March.

office in early February.
• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the
Provost’s Office in mid-March.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate,
noting whether the candidate met expectations, exceeded
expectations, or fell below expectations. The dean
also includes his/her own evaluation of the candidate
regarding whether the candidate’s performance met
expectations, exceeded expectations, or fell below
expectations.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate,
noting whether the candidate’s record of accomplishments
which was noteworthy, met expectations, or unsatisfactory
(see section 305.01 above). The dean also includes their own
evaluation of the candidate regarding whether the
candidate’s performance was noteworthy, met expectations,
or unsatisfactory.

• Faculty receive notification of the review in

• Faculty receive notification of the review in

mid-September and are asked to prepare their
materials.

mid-September and are asked to prepare their
materials.

• Departments submit non-tenure track reviews to the

• Departments submit non-tenure track reviews to the

dean’s office in early February.
• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the
Provost’s Office in mid-March.

dean’s office in early February.
• Dean’s office submits summary memorandum* to the
Provost’s Office in mid-March.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate,
noting whether the candidate met expectations, exceeded
expectations, or fell below expectations. The dean
also includes his/her own evaluation of the candidate
regarding whether the candidate’s performance met
expectations, exceeded expectations, or fell below
expectations.

*The dean’s memorandum to the Provost summarizes the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate,
noting whether the candidate’s record of accomplishments
which was noteworthy, met expectations, or unsatisfactory
(see section 305.01 above). The dean also includes their own
evaluation of the candidate regarding whether the
candidate’s performance was noteworthy, met expectations,
or unsatisfactory.

• Deans submit promotion review to the Provost’s Office in

• Deans submit promotion review to the Provost’s Office in

early December via SharePoint or the University’s
designated means of sharing and storing digital files

early December via SharePoint or the University’s
designated means of sharing and storing digital files

• Promotion review at the University level completed by end

• Promotion review at the University level completed by end

of January

of January

• If approved, promotion is effective August 01

• If approved, promotion is effective August 01
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The following guidelines relate to different aspects of faculty evaluation.
A. Criteria in all evaluations
The major criteria to be considered in both qualitative and quantitative terms
are those specified for promotion by the Regents: teaching, service to the
institution, academic achievement, and professional growth and
development. (Board of Regents Policy Manual, § 8.3.6.1)

At Georgia Southern University the primary purpose of all faculty evaluations
is to support each faculty member’s career development and performance.
The following guidelines relate to different aspects of faculty evaluation.
A. Criteria in all evaluations
The major criteria to be considered in both qualitative and quantitative terms
are those specified for promotion by the Regents: teaching, service to the
institution or to the community, scholarship, involvement in student success
activities, and professional growth and development. (Board of Regents
Policy Manual, § 8.3.6.1) . Institutions must ensure that workload
percentages for faculty roles and responsibilities are factored into the
performance evaluation model in a consistent manner. (Board of Regents
Policy Manual, § 4.4) In those cases, in which a faculty member’s primary
responsibilities do not include teaching, the evaluation should focus on
excellence in those areas (e.g., research, administration, and elements of
student success) where the individual’s major responsibilities lie (Board of
Regent’s Policy Manual § 8.3.5.1). Furthermore, it is recognized that
workload emphases may vary appropriately at different stages of a faculty
member’s career. Additionally, as the nature of academic work is uniquely
cumulative, all evaluations (eg. annual, pre-tenure/third-year, promotion,
tenure, post-tenure/fifth-year) should consider faculty members’
development of their teaching, service, and scholarly agendas over time,
never simply a snapshot of products produced in a given period of time.

B. Faculty input and initiative

B. The university is responsible for ensuring that academic administrators are
properly trained for all levels of evaluation as outlined in the Board of
Regents policy. Training for administrators should be conducted on a regular
and recurring schedule to ensure best practices, equity and inclusion, and for
the purpose of normalizing expectations and evaluation practices across and
within colleges and departments. Academic unit heads and college deans are
responsible for ensuring that all members of committees responsible for
evaluating faculty members are properly trained in evaluation procedures,

1. Each faculty member is encouraged to
provide any information he or she
wishes to facilitate the evaluation.
2. Either the faculty member or department chair
may initiate an evaluation for promotion, but
in either case, the faculty member provides
the supporting material.
3. To facilitate the evaluation process, faculty whose
scholarship is published in another language
will provide English translations of articles,
conference papers, and works of similar length.
The department will seek third-party reviews in
English of longer works such as books and
monographs. This requirement may be waived
in units where sufficient numbers of faculty
who read the foreign language proficiently are
eligible for service on evaluation committees.
Such waivers require the appropriate dean’s
approval on an annual basis.
4. Each tenured or tenure-track faculty member
undergoing either a promotion or tenure review
shall submit to his/her chair or unit head the
names and contact information of at least three
qualified individuals not directly involved in the
faculty member’s work (i.e., have not been
involved as a mentor or close collaborator) who
can objectively review the faculty member’s
portfolio. The individuals should be experts in
the faculty member’s field and hold an
academic appointment at an institution at least
similar to Georgia Southern with rank at or
above the rank to which the candidate is
aspiring. The department chair or chair of the
department’s Tenure and Promotion Committee
shall solicit letters from two of the individuals
that address the quality of work performed and
readiness of the candidate for promotion and/or
tenure. In addition to submitting names for
individuals who may be contacted for external

including best practices to ensure equity and inclusion.
C. Faculty input and initiative
1. Each faculty member undergoing review is
encouraged to provide any information
they wish to facilitate the evaluation.
2. Either the faculty member or academic unit
head/dean may initiate an evaluation for
promotion, but in either case, the faculty
member provides the supporting material.
3. To facilitate the evaluation process, faculty whose
scholarship is published in another language
will provide English translations of articles,
conference papers, and works of similar length.
The department will seek third-party reviews in
English of longer works such as books and
monographs. This requirement may be waived
in units where sufficient numbers of faculty
who read the foreign language proficiently are
eligible for service on evaluation committees.
Such waivers require the appropriate dean’s
approval on an annual basis.
4. Each tenured or tenure-track faculty member
undergoing either a promotion or tenure review
shall submit to their chair or unit head the
names and contact information of at least three
qualified individuals not directly involved in the
faculty member’s work (i.e., have not been
involved as a mentor or close collaborator) who
can objectively review the faculty member’s
portfolio. The individuals should be experts in
the faculty member’s field and hold an
academic appointment at an institution at least
similar to Georgia Southern with rank at or
above the rank to which the candidate is
aspiring. The department/school chair or chair
of the department’s Tenure and Promotion
Committee shall solicit letters from two of the
individuals that address the quality of work

review, the faculty member may submit up to
three names (and contact information) of
individuals who may not be contacted by
anyone involved in the tenure and/or promotion
review. The department chair in association
with the Tenure and Promotion Committee
chair may also solicit up to two additional letters
from any individual not on the forbidden list
that he or she may think has the background
commensurate with carefully evaluating the
candidate’s portfolio and contributions to the
profession.
5. External letters that comment on a candidate’s
quality of work are required for promotion to
non tenure track and Clinical Associate Professor
and to non-tenure track or Clinical Professor.
Candidates, with the assistance of their
department or unit chair/head, may solicit
letters from individuals who are qualified to
evaluate the candidate’s discipline and primary
workload emphasis, for example, individuals in a
supervisory role in a professional setting, or
individuals outside the college with expertise in
teaching or with disciplinary excellence.
Unsolicited letters are not acceptable as external
letters. Each external letter writer must state the
nature of his/her relationship with the
candidate.

C. Feedback

performed and readiness of the candidate for
promotion and/or tenure. In addition to
submitting names for individuals who may be
contacted for external review, the faculty
member may submit up to three names (and
contact information) of individuals who may
not be contacted by anyone involved in the
tenure and/or promotion review. The
department/school chair in association with the
Tenure and Promotion Committee chair may
also solicit up to two additional letters from any
individual not on the forbidden list that they
may think has the background to conduct an
informed evaluation of the candidate’s portfolio
and contributions to the profession.
5. External letters that comment on a candidate’s
quality of work are required for promotion to
non tenure track and Clinical Associate Professor
and to non-tenure track or Clinical Professor.
Candidates, with the assistance of their
department/school or unit chair/head, may
solicit letters from individuals who are qualified
to evaluate the candidate’s discipline and
primary workload emphasis, for example,
individuals in a supervisory role in a professional
setting, or individuals outside the college with
expertise in teaching or with disciplinary
excellence. Unsolicited letters are not acceptable
as external letters. Each external letter writer
must state the nature of their relationship with
the candidate.

D. Feedback
With the exception of external review letters
solicited for promotion and/or tenure reviews, the
faculty member shall receive copies of written
feedback produced at each level of the evaluation
process prescribed by their unit and/or college.
Faculty members will have an opportunity to
respond to each level of feedback before the

review continues at a subsequent level. These
responses will be attached with the
recommendation/report/evaluation as it moves to
the next levels of review. Each academic
unit/college will identify a timeline by which these
responses must be received allowing at least 5
business days for faculty to respond before
materials are forwarded on to the next level of
review.
In the case of pre-tenure, tenure, and/or
promotion review, if the unit administrator’s
and/or dean of the college’s potential
recommendation differs from the unit
committee’s recommendation, said administrator
shall discuss said nonconcurrence with the unit
committee before finalizing their
recommendation and sending it to the next
higher administrator. If the committee chooses
they may then add a follow-up memo to be
included in the individual’s dossier.
The department/school chair will discuss the
evaluations and the recommendations based
upon them, except in cases of nonrenewal, with
the faculty member involved. The discussion
should be constructive, candid, and
future-oriented. In the case of the annual
evaluation, the primary purpose is to provide
information for the faculty member’s professional
development, to advise the faculty member of
any recommendations made and the basis for the
recommendations, and to set professional goals
with the faculty member for the coming year. A
narrative summary of the evaluation, including
recommendations, will be written by the
department chair. The faculty member may
append his or her written comments to this
summary. A copy of the evaluation and comments
will be given to the faculty member.

The academic unit head will discuss the
evaluations and the recommendations based
upon them, except in cases of nonrenewal, with
the faculty member involved. The discussion
should be constructive, candid, and
future-oriented.

[Note: The existing language on annual evaluations has been moved
to a proposed new section below - 305.07 - as faculty feedback
suggested it was difficult to find information about annual
evaluations in the Handbook. Having a separate section gives it more
visibility and is consistent in structure with existing sections on other
evaluations - pretenure, posttenure, etc]

D. Locus and responsibility
The process of faculty evaluation is
carried out primarily in the department.
The chair directs the evaluation and
provides summaries and
recommendations to the dean.

E. Departmental determination of criteria and procedures
1. Members of each department shall approve
all criteria for evaluation of instruction,
scholarship and creativity, and service and
all procedures for evaluation.
2. Each department shall describe in writing its
criteria and procedures for evaluation. A
copy shall be submitted to the dean for
approval.
3. Regents policy requires that a written system of
student ratings of instruction be utilized in the
annual evaluation of each faculty member.
(Board of Regents Policy Manual, § 8.3.5)
Completed rating forms are kept on file in the
department chair’s office and are the property
of the University.
4. The special evaluations should also include some
type of systematic evaluation by peers, but
may also include evaluations by others who
have knowledge of the work of the faculty
member.

E. Locus and responsibility
The process of faculty evaluation is
carried out primarily in the
department/school. The unit head
directs the evaluation and provides the
unit committee report along with their
own recommendations to the dean.
F. Departmental determination of criteria and procedures
1. Members of each department/school shall
approve all criteria for evaluation of
instruction, scholarship and creativity, and
service and all procedures for evaluation.
2. Each department/school shall describe in
writing its criteria and procedures for
evaluation. A copy shall be submitted to
the dean for approval.
3. Regents policy requires that a written system of
student ratings of instruction be utilized in the
annual evaluation of each faculty member.
(Board of Regents Policy Manual, § 8.3.5)
Completed rating forms are kept on file and
are the property of the University.
4. The special evaluations should also include some
type of systematic evaluation by peers, but
may also include evaluations by others who
have knowledge of the work of the faculty
member.
5. Annual evaluations should clearly identify
when the faculty member is scheduled for
their next major review, including when they
are next eligible for promotion (if applicable).
Annual evaluations must indicate whether the
faculty member is making satisfactory
progress toward the next level of review
appropriate to their rank, tenure status, and
career stage (ie. their next “special
evaluation”) (USG Academic and Student

Affairs Handbook § 4.4). Thus, except in highly
unusual cases, concerns expressed by a unit
administrator on a special evaluation should
have been noted on (a) previous annual
evaluation(s).
F. College determination of procedures
Each college shall submit in writing for the provost’s approval its
procedures for all special evaluations

G. College determination of procedures
Each college shall submit in writing for the provost’s approval its
procedures for all special evaluations

305.07 PROCEDURES FOR FACULTY ANNUAL EVALUATIONS
[PROPOSAL OF NEW SECTION]
EXISTING LANGUAGE taken from section 305.06
The primary purpose of annual evaluations is to provide information for the
faculty member’s professional development, to advise the faculty member of
any recommendations made and the basis for the recommendations, and to
set professional goals with the faculty member for the coming year. A
narrative summary of the evaluation, including recommendations, will be
written by the department chair. The faculty member may append his or her
written comments to this summary. A copy of the evaluation and comments
will be given to the faculty member.

RECOMMENDED LANGUAGE
*language in green is from BOR Policy Handbook and/or USG
Handbook
*language in yellow is wording from committee
The primary purpose of annual evaluations is to support
the faculty member’s career development and
performance, to advise the faculty member of any
recommendations for satisfactory progress towards their
next major review and the basis for the recommendations,
and to set professional goals with the faculty member for
the coming year. Each faculty member will be evaluated in
the Spring of each year.

Tenure and academic freedom protect the ability of faculty
members to engage in inquiry that may carry a long
temporal horizon. Because the faculty’s work is ongoing,
cumulative, and long term in nature, during each annual
review period faculty members will report their annual
activities within the context of the three previous years of
performance. Each annual evaluation will be conducted
within the context of these previous three years of
performance.
Faculty members will report their activities using the
approved annual report form available from the Office of
the Provost, as well as any additional materials required by
their unit and/or college procedures. They may include any
supplementary materials they choose.

Evaluation materials will assess where appropriate the five Board of
Regents criteria: excellence in teaching; service to the institution,
profession or community; scholarly achievement; professional growth
and development; and promotion of student success. In conducting
annual evaluations, close attention should be paid to ensure that these
criteria are applied in an equitable and inclusive manner. The faculty

member’s unit head will assess each criterion on the the following Likert
scale (BOR Policy 8.3.7.3):
1 – Does Not Meet Expectations
2 – Needs Improvement
3 – Meets Expectations
4 – Exceeds Expectations
5 – Exemplary
The unit head’s overall evaluation must indicate whether
the faculty member is making satisfactory progress toward
the next level of review appropriate to their rank, tenure
status, and career stage (ie. their next “special evaluation”)
(USG Academic and Student Affairs Handbook § 4.4)
A narrative summary of the evaluation, including
recommendations, will be written by the academic unit
head and a copy provided to the faculty member. The
faculty member will be given a specific period (eg. 10
working days) to respond in writing to the annual written
evaluation, with this response attached to the evaluation.
The academic unit head will acknowledge in writing the
receipt of the response, noting changes, if any, in the
annual written evaluation made as a result of either the
conference or the faculty member's written response. The
specific time period for this response is 10 working days
from the faculty member’s rebuttal/response. This
acknowledgment will become part of the official personnel
records (USG Academic and Student Affairs Handbook §
4.7). The summary evaluation written by the unit head will
be attached to the annual performance report and both
forms will be forwarded to the dean.
If the performance on any of the categories of an annual
evaluation is judged to be 1- Does Not Meet Expectations
or 2- Needs Improvement, the annual evaluation and
annual report will be reviewed by a committee of unit
faculty who will provide feedback to the chair. The chair
may choose to revise the evaluation before submitting it to

the Dean of the College with any written responses from
the faculty member (as prescribed above).
If the performance on any of the categories of an annual
evaluation is judged to be 1- Does Not Meet Expectations
or 2- Needs Improvement, the faculty member must be
provided with a Performance Remediation Plan (PRP) to
remediate their performance during the next year. The
academic unit head will develop the PRP in consultation
with the faculty member. The faculty member may
designate (a) faculty or staff member(s) of their choosing
to assist in the development of the plan. Consistent with
the constructive intent of annual evaluations, the purpose
of this plan is to scaffold faculty growth and development,
strengthen tenure and promotion possibilities. The PRP
must contain a) clearly defined goals or outcomes, b) an
outline of activities to be undertaken, c) a timetable of no
fewer than twelve months, d) available resources and
supports, e) an agreed-upon monitoring strategy, and f)
appropriate criteria by which the faculty member will
monitor progress. A PRP must also reflect the timing of a
faculty member’s contract; remediation cannot be
required of a faculty member outside of the contract
period. The plan must be approved by the Dean and
submitted to the institution’s Office of Academic Affairs or
Human Resources wherever the permanent faculty files
are housed. It is the responsibility of the administrative
unit head to identify appropriate resources for faculty
development on campus, on other campuses of the
University System, at the System level, or in other
locations. The Performance Remediation Plan will become
part of the official personnel records (USG Academic and
Student Affairs Handbook § 4.7).

Two meetings during the fall and during the spring must
be held to review progress, document additional
needs/resources, and planned accomplishments for the
upcoming quarter. After each meeting, the academic
administrator should summarize the meeting and indicate
if the faculty member is on track to complete the PRP.
Consequences for failure to meet the expectations of the
PRP must be stated at the conclusion of each meeting.

(USG Academic and Student Affairs Handbook § 4.7).
Faculty will be given no fewer than 12 months to
demonstrate progress on the Performance Remediation
Plan. An assessment of whether the faculty member met
the expectations of the Performance Remediation Plan will
be made by the academic unit head in consultation with a
committee of unit faculty. A summary report with
recommendations will be provided by the unit faculty
committee to the unit head for comment. Both the
committee summary and unit head recommendations will
be reviewed by the dean of the college.
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In addition to the annual review of faculty, the University
conducts a comprehensive review of achievements and
performance in the third year of the probationary period
as a basis for recommending renewal or nonrenewal of
the contract beyond the following year. Each department
or unit must develop procedures and criteria within the
parameters established by Regents policy and the university
policy outlined below. The procedures and criteria shall be
described to faculty by the department chair/unit head and
provided to each incoming faculty member in a written set
of departmental/unit procedures. The written procedures
shall make clear that a positive pre-tenure review is not a
guarantee of promotion and/or tenure.

In addition to the annual review of faculty, the University
conducts a comprehensive review of achievements and
performance in the third year of the probationary period
as a basis for recommending renewal or nonrenewal of
the contract beyond the following year. Each department
or unit must develop procedures and criteria within the
parameters established by Regents policy and the university
policy outlined below. The procedures and criteria shall be
described to faculty by the academic unit head and provided
to each incoming faculty member in a written set of
departmental/school procedures. The written procedures
shall make clear that a positive pre-tenure review is not a
guarantee of promotion and/or tenure.

Because the pre-tenure review looks ahead to tenure and,
in many cases, promotion, criteria at the unit level must
mirror the unit’s tenure and promotion criteria,
emphasizing excellence in teaching. The pre-tenure review
must assess progress toward tenure and promotion and
provide written feedback to the faculty member with
specific suggestions for continued progress. The pre-tenure
review may lead to a decision of nonrenewal in those cases
where tenure is not possible.

Because the pre-tenure review looks ahead to tenure and,
in many cases, promotion, criteria at the unit level must
mirror the unit’s tenure and promotion criteria,
emphasizing excellence in teaching. Evidence of
contributions in the areas of scholarship, service,
professional development, and student success activities is
also required. In conducting pre-tenure reviews, close
attention should be paid to ensure that these criteria are
applied in an equitable and inclusive manner. The
pre-tenure review must assess progress toward tenure and
promotion and provide written feedback to the faculty
member with specific suggestions for continued progress.
The pre-tenure review may lead to a decision of
nonrenewal in those cases where tenure is not possible.

The pre-tenure review is carried out in the third year of the
probationary period or, in those cases where the faculty
member has prior years of service toward tenure, at the
midpoint of the remaining probationary period. By
September 15th of each year, candidates for pre-tenure
review are notified of their review and asked to prepare
materials specified in the unit’s procedures for submission
by February 1st. Submissions should include copies of annual

The pre-tenure review is carried out in the third year of the
probationary period or, in those cases where the faculty
member has prior years of service toward tenure, at the
midpoint of the remaining probationary period. By

reviews and materials related to achievements in teaching,
scholarship, and service. Unit procedures must outline how
and by whom the materials will be evaluated; how input will
be sought from peers, students, unit heads, and others; and
the specific criteria for the review. All input will be
considered by a committee of tenured faculty which must
include at least three members. Committees which function
as part of the pre-tenure review should be diverse in their
composition. Units are not required to substitute the
pre-tenure review for the annual review but may do so.

The review committee shall deliver its written report to the
unit head who is responsible for making a recommendation
to the next level of administrative oversight. Unit heads who
are department chairs will discuss the content of the review
committee’s report and their own recommendations with
their dean. Unit heads shall then give the faculty member a
written summary of their recommendation, a copy of the
committee’s report, and any suggestions for continued
progress; discuss all materials with the faculty member; and
give the faculty member an opportunity to provide a written
response which will be appended to the written report.

September 15th of each year, candidates for pre-tenure
review are notified of their review and asked to prepare
materials specified in the unit’s procedures for submission
by February 1st. Submissions should include copies of annual
reviews and materials related to achievements in teaching,
scholarship, and service. Unit procedures must outline how
and by whom the materials will be evaluated; how input will
be sought from peers, students, unit heads, and others; and
the specific criteria for the review. All input will be
considered by a committee of tenured faculty which must
include at least three members. Committees which function
as part of the pre-tenure review should be diverse in their
composition. Units are not required to substitute the
pre-tenure review for the annual review but may do so.

Each review committee (unit or college) shall deliver its
written report to their academic administrator (academic
unit head or dean) who is responsible for making a
recommendation to the next level of administrative
oversight. The faculty member shall receive copies of
written feedback produced at each level of the pre-tenure
review process prescribed by their unit and/or college. The
faculty member will have an opportunity to respond to each
level of feedback before the review continues at a
subsequent level. These responses will be attached with the
recommendation/report as it moves to the next levels of
review. Each unit/college will identify a timeline by which
these responses must be received (eg. 5 working days).
If the unit administrator and/or dean of the college
potential recommendation will differ from the unit
committee’s recommendation, said administrator shall
discuss said nonconcurrence with the unit committee
before finalizing their recommendation and sending it to
the next higher administrator. If the committee chooses
they may then add a follow-up memo to be included in the
individual’s dossier.

Feedback from the pre tenure review should be candid and

At the completion of the pre-tenure review process, the unit
head will discuss the content of the review committee(s)’s

future oriented. Unit heads are responsible for assisting
faculty with implementing plans for continued progress.
Such plans should be integrated with campus resources
such as the Center for Teaching Excellence; internal and
external grant programs; and formal and informal
mentoring systems. In cases where tenure is not possible,
the unit head will deliver a letter of nonrenewal consistent
with timetables in Regents and university policies.

report(s) and their own recommendations with their dean.
Unit heads shall then meet with the faculty member to
discuss the recommendations at each level of the review
and any suggestions for continued progress.
Feedback from the pre tenure review should be candid and
future oriented. Unit heads are responsible for assisting
faculty with implementing plans for continued progress.
Such plans should be integrated with campus resources
such as the Faculty Center; internal and external grant
programs; and formal and informal mentoring systems. In
cases where tenure is not possible, the unit head will deliver
a letter of nonrenewal consistent with timetables in
Regents and university policies.
If the performance on any of the categories of a
pre-tenure review is judged to be unsatisfactory, the
faculty member must be provided with a
Performance Remediation Plan (PRP) to remediate
their performance during the next year. The
academic unit head will develop the PRP in
consultation with the faculty member with feedback
from any committee that participated in the
pre-tenure review. The faculty member may
designate (a) faculty or staff member(s) of their
choosing to assist in the development of the plan.
Consistent with the developmental intent of
pre-tenure reviews, the PRP must be designed to
assist the faculty member in achieving progress
towards remedying the deficiencies identified in the
review. The PRP must contain a) clearly defined goals
or outcomes, b) an outline of activities to be
undertaken, c) a timetable of no fewer than twelve
months, d) available resources and supports, e) an
agreed-upon monitoring strategy, and f) appropriate
criteria by which the faculty member will monitor
progress. A PRP must also reflect the timing of a
faculty member’s contract; remediation cannot be
required of a faculty member outside of the contract
period. It is the responsibility of the administrative
unit head to identify appropriate resources for faculty
development on campus, on other campuses of the

University System, at the System level, or in other
locations. The Performance Remediation Plan will
become part of the official personnel records (USG
Academic and Student Affairs Handbook § 4.4).

Both parties sign the report to indicate that they have discussed it. The unit
head should remind the faculty member that a positive pre-tenure review is
not a guarantee of promotion and/or tenure. The unit head apprises the next
higher level of administrative oversight of the results of the pre-tenure
review conference and provides that officer with a copy of the signed report.
A copy shall be placed in the faculty member’s file at the unit level, along
with materials submitted for the review. Subsequent annual reviews should
assess continued achievement and provide feedback regarding acceptable
progress toward tenure and/or promotion. The dean composes a
memorandum to the provost, summarizing the findings at each prior level
of review for each candidate and including a final assessment on whether
the candidate meets, exceeds, or falls below expectations. This
memorandum is submitted electronically to the Provost’s Office no later
than mid-April.

Two meetings during the fall and during the spring
must be held to review progress, document
additional needs/resources, planned
accomplishments for the upcoming quarter. After
each meeting, the academic administrator should
summarize the meeting and indicate if the faculty
member is on track to complete the PRP.
Consequences for failure to meet the expectations of
the PRP must be stated at the conclusion of each
meeting.(USG Academic and Student Affairs
Handbook § 4.7) Faculty will be given no fewer than
12 months to demonstrate progress on the
Performance Remediation Plan. An assessment of
whether the faculty member met the expectations of
the Performance Remediation Plan will be made by
the academic unit head in consultation with the unit
tenure committee. A summary report with
recommendations will be provided by the unit tenure
committee to the unit head for comment. Both the
committee summary and unit head
recommendations will be reviewed by the dean of
the college.

Both parties sign the report to indicate that they have
discussed it. The unit head should remind the faculty
member that a positive pre-tenure review is not a guarantee
of promotion and/or tenure. The unit head apprises the next
higher level of administrative oversight of the results of the
pre-tenure review conference and provides that officer with
a copy of the signed report. A copy shall be placed in the
faculty member’s file at the unit level, along with materials
submitted for the review. Subsequent annual reviews should
assess continued achievement and provide feedback
regarding acceptable progress toward tenure and/or
promotion. The dean composes a memorandum to the

provost, summarizing the findings at each prior level of
review for each candidate and including a final assessment
on whether the candidate meets, exceeds, or falls below
expectations. This memorandum is submitted electronically
to the Provost’s Office no later than mid-April.
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The institution approves faculty for tenure in accordance
with Section 8.3.7, Board of Regents Policy Manual, which
includes a comprehensive statement of tenure policies in
the University System. Tenure ensures academic freedom
for faculty and protection against improper restrictions of
the freedom of inquiry in teaching, scholarship, and service.
It protects the right to publish or otherwise present
scholarly work publicly without the threat of political or
other confining or arbitrary orthodoxies. Academic freedom
and tenure sustain and support the transmission and
advancement of knowledge and understanding, which are
central to the mission of the University. Tenured faculty
have the responsibility to engage in continuous professional
growth; to remain vital and contributing members of the
faculty; to present accurate information in teaching; and to
facilitate, support, defend, and preserve an environment of
academic integrity.

The institution approves faculty for tenure in accordance
with Section 8.3.7, Board of Regents Policy Manual, which
includes a comprehensive statement of tenure policies in
the University System. Tenure ensures academic freedom
for faculty and protection against improper restrictions of
the freedom of inquiry in teaching, scholarship, and service.
It protects the right to publish or otherwise present
scholarly work publicly without the threat of political or
other confining or arbitrary orthodoxies. Academic freedom
and tenure sustain and support the transmission and
advancement of knowledge and understanding, which are
central to the mission of the University. Tenured faculty
have the responsibility to engage in continuous professional
growth; to remain vital and contributing members of the
faculty; to present accurate information in teaching; and to
facilitate, support, defend, and preserve an environment of
academic integrity.

Tenure applications are considered and recommendations
made at the department/school, college, and provost’s
levels, culminating in an institutional decision at the
president’s level. Tenure at Georgia Southern University
may be awarded after five years of full-time service at the
institution at the rank of assistant professor or higher.
Probationary credit, which must be granted at the time of
initial appointment, may be used to reduce this time
requirement. Meeting the minimum time requirement does
not guarantee the award of tenure. A faculty member
initially appointed at the rank of lecturer at a University
System of Georgia institution may be awarded tenure after
five years, provided that the individual has served at least
three years at the rank of assistant professor at Georgia
Southern University. A tenure timeline must be completed
for each non-tenured, tenure-track faculty member in the

Tenure applications are considered and recommendations
made at the department/school, college, and provost’s
levels, culminating in an institutional decision at the
president’s level. Tenure at Georgia Southern University
may be awarded after five years of full-time service at the
institution at the rank of assistant professor or higher.
Probationary credit, which must be granted at the time of
initial appointment, may be used to reduce this time
requirement. Meeting the minimum time requirement does
not guarantee the award of tenure. A faculty member
initially appointed at the rank of lecturer at a University
System of Georgia institution may be awarded tenure after
five years, provided that the individual has served at least
three years at the rank of assistant professor at Georgia
Southern University. A tenure timeline must be completed
for each non-tenured, tenure-track faculty member in the

department and placed in the faculty member’s personnel
file.

department and placed in the faculty member’s personnel
file.

Recommendations for probationary credit will typically be
initiated at the departmental level subject to approval by
the dean and provost at the time of appointment and will be
subject to the following guidelines.

Recommendations for probationary credit will typically be
initiated at the departmental level subject to approval by
the dean and provost at the time of appointment and will be
subject to the following guidelines.

• Persons who served in tenure-track positions at other
institutions may be granted up to three years based upon
evaluation of years of prior service and professional
credentials.
• Persons who were initially appointed as a lecturer
at the University System of Georgia institution
may be granted probationary credit for up to
three years of service as a lecturer.
• The decision whether to use any or all
probationary credit should be made by the
applicant in consultation with his or her
department chair and dean. When such
application is made and the individual has
combined probationary credit and Georgia
Southern full-time service years to equal an
“on time” application, the application shall not
be viewed as early by any party involved in the
process.

• Persons who served in tenure-track positions at other
institutions may be granted up to three years based upon
evaluation of years of prior service and professional
credentials.
• Persons who were initially appointed as a lecturer
at the University System of Georgia institution
may be granted probationary credit for up to
three years of service as a lecturer.
• The decision whether to use any or all
probationary credit should be made by the
applicant in consultation with his or her
department chair and dean. When such
application is made and the individual has
combined probationary credit and Georgia
Southern full-time service years to equal an
“on time” application, the application shall not
be viewed as early by any party involved in the
process.

• According to Section 8.3.7.4, Board of Regents

• According to Section 8.3.7.4, Board of Regents

Policy Manual, in exceptional cases tenure may be
granted to “an outstanding distinguished senior
faculty member […] upon the faculty member’s
initial appointment […]. Each such
recommendation shall be granted only in cases in
which the faculty

Policy Manual, in exceptional cases tenure may be
granted to “an outstanding distinguished senior
faculty member […] upon the faculty member’s
initial appointment […]. Each such
recommendation shall be granted only in cases in
which the faculty

member, at a minimum, is appointed as an
associate or full professor, was already
tenured at a prior institution, and brings a
demonstrably national reputation to the
institution.”

member, at a minimum, is appointed as an
associate or full professor, was already
tenured at a prior institution, and brings a
demonstrably national reputation to the
institution.”

Faculty who apply and are not recommended for tenure
in minimum time or who use probationary credit and are
not recommended may apply for tenure only once more.
The maximum number of years to earn tenure is seven
years. Individuals are not required to include probationary
credit in the calculation of this maximum. Typically,
individuals are considered for tenure in their fifth or sixth
year, including any probationary credit.

Faculty who apply and are not recommended for tenure
in minimum time or who use probationary credit and are
not recommended may apply for tenure only once more.
The maximum number of years to earn tenure is seven
years. Individuals are not required to include probationary
credit in the calculation of this maximum. Typically,
individuals are considered for tenure in their fifth or sixth
year, including any probationary credit.

In considering the tenure of an academic administrator
(vice president, dean, department chair), the immediate
supervisor must obtain the appropriate input from the
tenured faculty in the academic department involved.
Decisions regarding tenure of an academic administrator
will be based upon the criteria outlined above and below
and will be independent of administrative performance.

In considering the tenure of an academic administrator
(vice president, dean, department chair), the immediate
supervisor must obtain the appropriate input from the
tenured faculty in the academic department involved.
Decisions regarding tenure of an academic administrator
will be based upon the criteria outlined above and below
and will be independent of administrative performance.

Departmental tenure committees shall consist of three
or more tenured faculty members and shall seek input
from all tenured faculty in the department. In instances
where departments do not have enough tenured faculty
members to serve, the existing tenured faculty members
shall work with the dean of the college to establish an
appropriate committee. Tenure committees at the
college level shall be made up of tenured faculty
members.

Departmental tenure committees shall consist of three
or more tenured faculty members and shall seek input
from all tenured faculty in the department. In instances
where departments do not have enough tenured faculty
members to serve, the existing tenured faculty members
shall work with the dean of the college to establish an
appropriate committee. Tenure committees at the
college level shall be made up of tenured faculty
members.

Areas for evaluation for the award of tenure and annual
renewal of probationary tenure-track faculty at Georgia
Southern University include the following:

Areas for evaluation for the award of tenure and annual
renewal of probationary tenure-track faculty at Georgia
Southern University include the following:

• teaching;

• teaching;

• service (institutional and/or professional);

• service (institutional and/or professional);

• scholarship;

• scholarship/creative activity;

• professional growth and development; and

• student success activities;

• ability of the professor to function within the
Georgia Southern academic community.

• professional growth and development; and
• ability of the professor to function within the
Georgia Southern academic community.

Specific guidelines for tenure should be found in
the departmental and collegiate policies and
procedures.

Tenure-track faculty serve a probationary period as
described above in a series of one-year appointments. The
offer of a one-year contract in no way implies a
commitment or obligation on the part of the University to
offer contracts for subsequent years. Notice of the intention
not to renew a non-tenured faculty member shall be
furnished in writing according to the following schedule:
• at least three months before the date of
termination of an initial one-year contract
(February 1st);
• at least six months before the date of
termination of a second one-year contract
(November 1st);
• at least nine months before the date of
termination of a contract after two or more
years of service at the institution (August 1st).

BOR Policy requires the faculty member exhibit
noteworthy achievement in at least two of the five
categories, but noteworthy achievement is not
required in all categories.” (BOR 8.3.7.3)Specific
guidelines for tenure should be found in the
departmental and collegiate policies and
procedures. In conducting reviews for tenure,

close attention should be paid to ensure that
these tenure criteria are applied in an equitable
and inclusive manner.
Tenure-track faculty serve a probationary period as
described above in a series of one-year appointments. The
offer of a one-year contract in no way implies a
commitment or obligation on the part of the University to
offer contracts for subsequent years. Notice of the intention
not to renew a non-tenured faculty member shall be
furnished in writing according to the following schedule:
• at least three months before the date of
termination of an initial one-year contract
(February 1st);
• at least six months before the date of
termination of a second one-year contract
(November 1st);
• at least nine months before the date of

This schedule of notification does not apply to faculty holding visiting
(limited-term) or part-time positions.
Tenure resides at the institutional level. Only assistant
professors, associate professors, and professors are eligible
for tenure. Faculty members with part-time appointments
shall not acquire tenure, nor does tenure apply to
honorary (adjunct) appointments.

termination of a contract after two or more
years of service at the institution (August 1st).
This schedule of notification does not apply to faculty holding visiting
(limited-term) or part-time positions.
Tenure resides at the institutional level. Only assistant
professors, associate professors, and professors are eligible
for tenure. Faculty members with part-time appointments
shall not acquire tenure, nor does tenure apply to
honorary (adjunct) appointments.
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Georgia Southern approves faculty for promotion based
upon Regents’ policies. (Academic and Student Affairs
Handbook, § 4.5) Promotions in rank are based on merit
and are not automatic. Promotion applications are
considered and recommendations made at the
department/school, college, and provost’s levels,
culminating in an institutional decision at the president’s
level. The Board of Regents has fixed certain minimum
criteria for promotion. Promotion at Georgia Southern
requires an ongoing record of satisfactory performance in
all areas of evaluation, with more than satisfactory
performance in teaching and one other area. Regents’
policies state that there should be appropriate involvement
of faculty in making recommendations for promotion. Each
unit shall have written procedures for making
recommendations, and these procedures shall be available
to all faculty members. Specific guidelines for promotion
should be found in the departmental and collegiate
policies and procedures. Unit and college procedures must
be approved by the provost.

The difference between successive faculty ranks is
primarily one of achievement and professional growth
and development. Aspirants to higher ranks are
expected to demonstrate progressively more
advanced levels of professional maturity,
accomplishment, and recognition beyond the
boundaries of the University as they are considered
for promotion.

RECOMMENDED LANGUAGE
*language in green is from BOR Policy Handbook and/or USG
Handbook
*language in yellow is wording from committee
Georgia Southern approves faculty for promotion based
upon Regents’ policies. (Academic and Student Affairs
Handbook, § 4.5) Promotions in rank are based on merit
and are not automatic. Promotion applications are
considered and recommendations made at the
department/school, college, and provost’s levels,
culminating in an institutional decision at the president’s
level. The Board of Regents has fixed certain minimum
criteria for promotion across the five domains of teaching,
scholarship/creative activity, service to the institution and
community, student success activities, and professional
development. Promotion at Georgia Southern requires an
ongoing record of performance that meets expectations in
all areas of evaluation, with performance that exceeds
expectations in teaching and two other areas. Regents’
policies state that there should be appropriate involvement
of faculty in making recommendations for promotion. Each
unit shall have written procedures for making
recommendations, and these procedures shall be available
to all faculty members. Specific guidelines for promotion
should be found in the departmental/school and collegiate
policies and procedures. Unit and college procedures must
be approved by the provost. In conducting reviews for
promotion, close attention should be paid to ensure that
these promotion criteria are applied in an equitable and
inclusive manner.
The difference between successive faculty ranks is
primarily one of achievement and professional growth
and development. Aspirants to higher ranks are
expected to demonstrate progressively more
advanced levels of professional maturity,
accomplishment, and recognition beyond the
boundaries of the University as they are considered

for promotion.
At Georgia Southern the terminal degree or its equivalent
is required for promotion to associate or full professor.
Strong justification should be provided in support of any
recommendation for promotion to the ranks of associate
or full professor without the terminal degree in the
discipline.
Length of service is taken into consideration. Faculty are
eligible for and may be reviewed for promotion in rank
during their fifth year of service in their current rank. If
recommended for promotion, the new rank will go into
effect at the beginning of their next contract period.
Recommendations for promotion are not normally
considered for individuals who are currently on leaves of
absence. Under special circumstances, faculty who are
performing significantly above the expectations for their
current rank may be considered for “early” promotion. At
research and comprehensive universities, faculty may be
considered for “early” promotion with less than the required
minimum years of service in rank listed below; however,
these cases require strong justification and approval by the
president.

At Georgia Southern the terminal degree or its equivalent
is required for promotion to associate or full professor.
Strong justification should be provided in support of any
recommendation for promotion to the ranks of associate
or full professor without the terminal degree in the
discipline.
Length of service is taken into consideration. Faculty are
eligible for and may be reviewed for promotion in rank
during their fifth year of service in their current rank. If
recommended for promotion, the new rank will go into
effect at the beginning of their next contract period.
Recommendations for promotion are not normally
considered for individuals who are currently on leaves of
absence. Under special circumstances, faculty who are
performing significantly above the expectations for their
current rank may be considered for “early” promotion. At
research and comprehensive universities, faculty may be
considered for “early” promotion with less than the required
minimum years of service in rank listed below; however,
these cases require strong justification and approval by the
president.

• For early promotion from lecturer to senior
lecturer, faculty must have served a
minimum of three years as lecturer.

• For early promotion from lecturer to senior
lecturer, faculty must have served a
minimum of three years as lecturer.
For early promotion from senior lecturer to
principal lecturer, faculty must have served
a minimum of four years as senior lecturer.
*waiting on confirmation from Academic
Affairs as to whether the above is possible

• For early promotion from instructor to
assistant professor, faculty must have
served a minimum of three years as
instructor.
• For early promotion from assistant

• For early promotion from instructor to
assistant professor, faculty must have
served a minimum of three years as
instructor.
• For early promotion from assistant

professor to associate professor, faculty
must have served a minimum of four
years as an assistant professor.
• For early promotion from associate professor

professor to associate professor, faculty
must have served a minimum of four
years as an assistant professor.
• For early promotion from associate professor

to full professor, faculty must have served a
minimum of four years as an associate
professor.

to full professor, faculty must have served a
minimum of four years as an associate
professor.

At the time of an individual’s initial appointment, a
maximum of three years of probationary credit towards
promotion may be awarded for service at other institutions
or service in a faculty rank within the institution. In
extraordinary cases, research and comprehensive
universities may award more than three years of
probationary credit at initial faculty appointments. Such
awards require approval by the president and written
notification to the University System of Georgia Chief
Academic Officer. Faculty given probationary credit towards
promotion may not use their probationary credit towards
consideration for “early” promotion without the approval of
the president.

At the time of an individual’s initial appointment, a
maximum of three years of probationary credit towards
promotion may be awarded for service at other institutions
or service in a faculty rank within the institution. In
extraordinary cases, research and comprehensive
universities may award more than three years of
probationary credit at initial faculty appointments. Such
awards require approval by the president and written
notification to the University System of Georgia Chief
Academic Officer. Faculty given probationary credit towards
promotion may not use their probationary credit towards
consideration for “early” promotion without the approval of
the president.

In considering the promotion of an academic administrator
(vice president, dean, department/school chair), the
immediate supervisor must obtain the appropriate input
from the academic department involved. Decisions regarding
promotion of an academic administrator will be based upon
the faculty evaluation criteria and will be independent of
administrative performance.

In considering the promotion of an academic administrator
(vice president, dean, department/school chair), the
immediate supervisor must obtain the appropriate input
from the academic department involved. Decisions regarding
promotion of an academic administrator will be based upon
the faculty evaluation criteria and will be independent of
administrative performance.

The composition of the departmental and college
promotion committees shall follow the guidelines as set
forth in each college’s Bylaws or procedural manual.

The composition of the departmental and college
promotion committees shall follow the guidelines as set
forth in each college’s Bylaws or procedural manual.
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Introduction
Post-tenure review, the systematic, periodic, cumulative
review of all tenured faculty, is an extension of the
evaluation system currently in place. Coupled with any
evaluation process is the obligation to provide faculty
development opportunities that allow all faculty to realize
their full potential. Post-tenure review focuses on identifying
faculty development opportunities for tenured faculty that
mutually benefit the individual and the institution. The
ultimate purpose of post-tenure review is to recognize,
reward, and enhance the performance of tenured faculty.

Introduction
Post-tenure review, the systematic, periodic, cumulative
review of all tenured faculty, is an extension of the evaluation
system currently in place. Coupled with any evaluation
process is the obligation to provide faculty development
opportunities that allow all faculty to realize their full
potential. Post-tenure review focuses on identifying faculty
development opportunities for tenured faculty that mutually
benefit the individual and the institution. It is in the best
interest of the university to maintain a stable faculty; hence,
the ultimate purpose of post-tenure review is to recognize,
reward, and enhance the performance of tenured faculty.
Further, this policy is not designed nor should it be utilized to
abridge academic freedom as discussed in policy 301 of the
Faculty Handbook.

Purpose and Criteria
The post-tenure review process and the process for deciding
promotion and tenure share the same evaluation criteria;
however, their purposes and evaluation standards are different.
The purposes of post-tenure review are:

Purpose and Criteria
The post-tenure review process and the process for deciding
promotion and tenure share the same evaluation criteria;
however, their purposes and evaluation standards are different.
The primary purpose of the post-tenure review process is to
assist faculty members with identifying opportunities that will

• to recognize and reward tenured faculty who have made and

continue to make significant contributions to the missions of
their departments, colleges, and the University;
• to provide faculty development opportunities for tenured
faculty for the primary purpose of enhancing teaching, but
also scholarship and/or service, in a way that is mutually
beneficial to the individual and the University; and
• to provide a systematic faculty development plan to remedy
instances where a tenured faculty member’s contributions in
teaching, scholarship, and/or service are found to be deficient
with respect to the missions of the department, college, or
University.

enable them to continue to achieve their full potential for
contribution to the academic discipline, department/school, and
the institution’s mission. The specific purposes of post-tenure
review are:
• to recognize and reward tenured faculty who have made and
continue to make significant contributions to the missions of
their departments/schools, colleges, and the University;
• to provide faculty development opportunities for tenured
faculty for the primary purpose of enhancing teaching, but
also scholarship and/or service, in a way that is mutually
beneficial to the individual and the University; and
• to provide a systematic faculty development plan to remedy

Post-tenure review not only concentrates on the period under
review, but also considers the cumulative contributions of
faculty. For this reason, and because it focuses on continuing a
mutually beneficial relationship between the institution and the
individual, judgments regarding post-tenure review should be
based on contributions over one’s career as well as those since
the last review. A satisfactory post-tenure review indicates that
the individual continues to make contributions which benefit the
University, its students, and its other constituents.

In an institution devoted to “teaching first,” teaching and
contributions to the learning environment are of paramount
importance in the post-tenure review process. Evidence of
contributions in the areas of scholarship and service is also
required. The three criteria, teaching, scholarship, and service, are
described in Section 305 of the Faculty Handbook. Each unit should
define the exact criteria and how they will be assessed (see Roles
and Responsibilities), taking into consideration the uniqueness of
the individual, the variations within disciplines, and the differing
expectations and assignments that influence faculty contributions.
Individual differences are reflected in varying combinations of

instances where a tenured faculty member’s contributions in
teaching, scholarship, and/or service are found to be deficient
with respect to the missions of the department/school, college, or
University.
Post-tenure review is intended to provide a longer-term and
broader perspective than is usually provided by an annual
review. As such, post-tenure review not only concentrates on the
period under review, but also considers the cumulative
contributions of faculty. For this reason, and because it focuses
on continuing a mutually beneficial relationship between the
institution and the individual, judgments regarding post-tenure
review should be based on contributions over one’s career as
well as those since the last review. A satisfactory post-tenure
review indicates that the individual continues to make
contributions which benefit the University, its students, and its
other constituents.
In an institution devoted to “teaching first,” teaching and
contributions to the learning environment are of paramount
importance in the post-tenure review process. Evidence of
contributions in the areas of scholarship, service, professional
development and student success activities is also required.
These five criteria, teaching, scholarship, service, professional
development, and student success activities, are described in
Section 305 of the Faculty Handbook. Each unit should define the
exact criteria and how they will be assessed (see Roles and
Responsibilities), taking into consideration the uniqueness of the

emphasis in teaching, scholarship, and service; however, teaching
and contributions to the learning environment are the primary
focus of post-tenure review.

Schedule
Board of Regents policy stipulates that each tenured faculty
member is to be reviewed five years after the most recent
promotion or personnel action, as defined below, and at five-year
intervals unless interrupted by a promotion, a written declaration
to retire within five years (submitted through the appropriate
dean’s office to the Provost’s Office), or a leave of absence. In the
latter case, the faculty member will be reviewed upon returning to
active employment.
Tenured faculty whose primary responsibilities are in
administration, including interim appointments, will be reviewed
five years after returning to a full-time faculty position. Faculty
members undergoing post-tenure review will submit their materials
for evaluation to the department chair or unit head by
mid-January.

individual, the variations within disciplines, and the differing
expectations and assignments that influence faculty
contributions. Individual differences are reflected in varying
combinations of emphasis in teaching, scholarship, and service;
however, teaching and contributions to the learning environment
are the primary focus of post-tenure review.

Schedule
Board of Regents policy stipulates that each tenured faculty
member is to be reviewed five years after the most recent
promotion or personnel action, as defined below, and at five-year
intervals unless interrupted by a promotion, a written declaration
to retire within five years (submitted through the appropriate
dean’s office to the Provost’s Office), or a leave of absence. In the
latter case, the faculty member will be reviewed upon returning to
active employment.
Tenured faculty whose primary responsibilities are in
administration, including interim appointments, will be reviewed
five years after returning to a full-time faculty position.
Additionally, a faculty member evaluated as deficient in any one of
the elements of teaching, student success activities,
research/scholarship, and/or service for two consecutive annual
evaluations will participate in a corrective post-tenure review. Note
that the deficiency does not have to be in the same area; but could
be a different area from one year to the next. This review will be
initiated prior to the individual’s normally scheduled five-year
review. The faculty member will follow the institution's guidelines
and procedures for post tenure review (BOR Policy 8.3.5.4).
Faculty members undergoing post-tenure review will submit their
materials for evaluation to the academic unit head by mid-January.
If the outcome of the Corrective Post-Tenure Review is successful,
the faculty member will reset the post-tenure review clock. If the
outcome of a corrective post tenure review does not meet
expectations or needs improvement, the same process for an
unsuccessful PTR will be followed. The institution should follow
appropriate due-process mechanisms for a faculty member to

appeal a corrective post-tenure review as outlined below (BOR
Policy 8.3.5.4).

Roles and Responsibilities
Each department, school, college, and the library will develop
written procedures and specific criteria for post tenure review as
outlined below and will provide a copy of the procedures to each
tenured and tenure-track faculty member. Reviews may be carried
out at the department, school, or college level as agreed upon and
described in the units’ written procedures. The phrases
“department chair” and “unit head” as used in this document refer
to the line officer who is the immediate supervisor of the faculty
member undergoing post-tenure review.

Roles and Responsibilities
Each department, school, college, and the library will develop
written procedures and specific criteria for post tenure review as
outlined below and will provide a copy of the procedures to each
tenured and tenure-track faculty member. Reviews may be carried
out at the department, school, or college level as agreed upon and
described in the units’ written procedures. The phrase “academic
unit head” as used in this document refers to the line officer who is
the immediate supervisor of the faculty member undergoing
post-tenure review.

Faculty are responsible for providing documentation of their performance as
follows:

Faculty are responsible for providing documentation of their performance as
follows:

• an up-to-date curriculum vitae and copies of the annual

• an up-to-date curriculum vitae and copies of the annual

performance review for each of the five years under
consideration;

performance review for each of the five years under
consideration;

• measures of effectiveness in teaching, scholarship,

• measures of effectiveness in teaching, scholarship,

and service (including, but not limited to, a
combination of written (or online) student ratings of
instruction and peer evaluations);

and service (including, but not limited to, a
combination of written (or online) student ratings of
instruction and peer evaluations);

• a self-evaluation narrative of accomplishments for the

• a self-evaluation narrative of accomplishments for the

period under review and projected goals for the next
five-year period; and

period under review and projected goals for the next
five-year period; and

• other documentation as specified by the college or department/unit.

• other documentation as specified by the college or department/unit.

Faculty may submit other materials which may enhance the
review committee’s understanding of their performance. It is
recognized that materials submitted by non-teaching faculty will
differ substantially from those submitted by teaching faculty. The
faculty member and the department chair or unit head will
develop the documentation and provide it to the review
committee.

Faculty may submit other materials which may enhance the
review committee’s understanding of their performance. It is
recognized that materials submitted by non-teaching faculty will
differ substantially from those submitted by teaching faculty. The
faculty member and the academic unit head will develop the
documentation and provide it to the review committee.

The post-tenure review process will be conducted by a committee of

The post-tenure review process will be conducted by (a)
committee(s) of at least three faculty peers with tenure, with the

at least three faculty peers with tenure, with the committee
composition and selection process to be determined at the
department, school, or college level in consultation with the
appropriate dean. Units should strive to ensure diversity of
membership in post-tenure review committees. After reviewing
documentation of performance as outlined in the unit’s post-tenure
review document, the committee will be expected to provide
informed and candid feedback in a written report on the quality of
the faculty member’s performance, accomplishments, and
contributions in teaching, scholarship, and/or service. Meritorious
accomplishments should be noted by the committee in any review.
Likewise, major, chronic, or ongoing deficiencies should be identified
and supporting documentation provided.
The committee will provide a written summary of its findings and
any recommendations for faculty reward or development to the
department chair or unit head who will transmit the written
summary to the faculty member and discuss it with him or her. The
unit head should append his/her comments, and both the faculty
member and the unit head should sign the document to indicate
that they have discussed the committee’s report and the unit head’s
comments. The faculty member may append a written response. A
copy of the committee’s report, the unit head’s comments, and any
written response by the faculty member will then be sent to the
administrative officer at least one level above the faculty member’s
administrative unit where they will be reviewed and commented on
by the dean/administrative director. All written comments will also
be forwarded to the faculty member. These comments, along with
all other documents that played a substantive part in the review not
readily available elsewhere, will then be placed in the faculty
member’s personnel file at the department/unit level. The dean
composes a memorandum to the provost, summarizing the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate and
including a final assessment on whether the candidate meets,
exceeds, or falls below expectations. This memorandum is
submitted electronically to the Provost’s Office by mid-March.
In response to post-tenure review, the unit head will be
responsible, in consultation with the faculty member, for deciding
whether the faculty member should be rewarded for meritorious
accomplishments (see “Relationships to Other Campus Processes”
below) and/or engage in faculty development activities that would

committee composition and selection process to be determined at
the department, school, or college level in consultation with the
appropriate dean. Units should strive to ensure diversity of
membership in post-tenure review committees. After reviewing
documentation of performance as outlined in the unit’s post-tenure
review document, the committee(s) will be expected to provide
informed and candid feedback in a written report on the quality of
the faculty member’s performance, accomplishments, and
contributions in teaching, scholarship, and/or service. Noteworthy
accomplishments should be noted by the committee(s) in any
review. Likewise, major, chronic, or ongoing deficiencies should be
identified and supporting documentation provided.
The committee(s) will provide a written summary of its/their
findings and any recommendations for faculty reward or
development to the academic unit head who will transmit the
written summary to the faculty member and discuss it with them.
The unit head should append their comments, and both the faculty
member and the unit head should sign the document to indicate
that they have discussed the committee’s report and the unit head’s
comments. The faculty member may append a written response. A
copy of the committee’s report, the unit head’s comments, and any
written response by the faculty member will then be sent to the
administrative officer at least one level above the faculty member’s
administrative unit where they will be reviewed and commented on
by the dean/administrative director. All written comments will also
be forwarded to the faculty member. These comments, along with
all other documents that played a substantive part in the review not
readily available elsewhere, will then be placed in the faculty
member’s personnel file at the department/unit level. The dean
composes a memorandum to the provost, summarizing the
findings at each prior level of review for each candidate and
including a final assessment on whether the candidate meets,
exceeds, or falls below expectations. This memorandum is
submitted electronically to the Provost’s Office by mid-March.
In response to post-tenure review, the unit head will be
responsible, in consultation with the faculty member, for deciding
whether the faculty member should be rewarded for noteworthy
accomplishments (see “Relationships to Other Campus Processes”
below) and/or engage in faculty development activities that would
be helpful to the faculty member and in the best interest of the

be helpful to the faculty member and in the best interest of the
institution. Funding for any required development plan will be
arranged by the unit head and the administrative officer at least
one level above. In most cases, the results of the post-tenure
review are likely to reveal that the faculty member is performing
well, and any development plan would focus on further enhancing
the faculty member’s performance (e.g., enhancing knowledge and
skills in the use of current technologies in teaching or scholarship).
Faculty development is an important opportunity for all faculty
members as they seek to reach their full potential and perform at
their full capacity.
In cases where a faculty member is identified in the post-tenure
review as having deficiencies, the administrative unit head, in
consultation with the faculty member, must establish a formal plan
of development. A formal plan includes identifying appropriate
resources for faculty development on campus, on other campuses of
the University System, at the System level, or in other locations. The
plan for faculty development should (a) define specific goals or
outcomes that the plan is designed to achieve; (b) outline the
activities that will be undertaken to achieve the goals or outcomes;
(c) set appropriate times within which the goals or outcomes should
be accomplished; and (d) indicate appropriate criteria by which the
faculty member will monitor progress. The faculty member’s unit
head will be responsible for forwarding the formal faculty
development plan resulting from a post-tenure review to the
appropriate administrative office at least one level above the faculty
member’s unit. The unit head and the administrative officer at least
one level above are jointly responsible for arranging for appropriate
funding for the development plan, if required.

At the time of the annual evaluation, the administrative unit head

institution. Funding for any required development plan will be
arranged by the unit head and the administrative officer at least
one level above. In most cases, the results of the post-tenure
review are likely to reveal that the faculty member is performing
well, and any development plan would focus on further enhancing
the faculty member’s performance (e.g., enhancing knowledge and
skills in the use of current technologies in teaching or
scholarship/creative activity). Faculty development is an important
opportunity for all faculty members as they seek to reach their full
potential and perform at their full capacity.

In cases where a faculty member is identified in the post-tenure
review as having deficiencies, the administrative unit head and the
faculty member will work together to develop a formal Performance
Improvement Plan (PIP) in consultation with the PTR committee,
based around the deficiencies found by the committee. Within 10
days of the notification that a PIP must be developed, the faculty
member may designate (a) faculty or staff member(s) of their
choosing to assist in the development of the plan. Consistent with
the developmental intent of the PTR, the PIP must be designed to
assist the faculty member in achieving progress towards remedying
the deficiencies identified in the post-tenure review. The PIP must
contain a) clearly defined and achievable goals or outcomes, b) an
outline of activities to be undertaken, c) a timetable of no fewer
than twelve months, d) available resources and supports, e) an
agreed-upon monitoring strategy, and f) appropriate criteria by
which the faculty member will monitor progress. It is the
responsibility of the administrative unit head and the PTR
committee to identify appropriate resources for faculty
development on campus, on other campuses of the University
System, at the System level, or in other locations. A PIP must reflect
the timing of a faculty member’s contract; remediation cannot be
required of a faculty member outside of the contract period. The
PIP must be approved by the Dean of the college in which the
faculty member’s tenure appointment is located and submitted to
the Office of Academic Affairs. The unit head and the Dean are
jointly responsible for arranging for appropriate funding for the
Performance Improvement Plan, if required. Formal meetings
between the unit head and the faculty member for assessing
progress on the PIP should be scheduled no less than twice per

will meet with each faculty member who is working on a
development plan because of deficiencies to review progress
toward achieving the goals of the formal faculty development plan.
A progress report, which will be included in the annual review, will
be forwarded each year to the appropriate administrative officer at
least one unit above the faculty member’s unit. It will be the
responsibility of the unit head and the current post-tenure review
committee to determine if, after a specified period of three years,
the faculty member has been successful in completing the formal
faculty development plan; they will report that finding to the
appropriate administrative officer at least one level above the
faculty member’s unit. An individual who successfully completes a
development plan will be reviewed five years from the date of the
original post-tenure review. If the faculty member has not been
successful in completing the formal faculty development plan, the
University may move for dismissal for cause under existing
University System of Georgia policy, Academic and Student Affairs
Handbook, Section 4.6, provided that the deficiencies meet the
strict requirements of that policy.
A faculty member who disagrees with the results of a
post-tenure review, including the need for a development plan,
shall have the right to appeal as defined by the unit in
implementing this policy. Each unit will develop an appeal
procedure. The unit will provide the provost as well as all
tenured and tenure-track faculty with a copy of this procedure.

semester during the fall and spring semesters. The faculty member
may have one or more of the PTR or other faculty/staff members
involved in the development of the PIP participate in these
meetings. After each meeting, the academic administrator should
summarize the meeting and indicate whether the faculty member is
on track to complete the PIP. (USG Academic and Student Affairs
Handbook 4.7)

At the conclusion of the academic year (no fewer than 12 months
after the development of the PIP) the faculty member’s progress
will be determined by the department chair and dean after taking
into account feedback from the post-tenure review committee. An
individual who successfully completes a PIP will complete their next
Post-Tenure Review five years from the date of the Post Tenure
Review which triggered the Performance Improvement Plan.

If, after conducting a final review of appropriate materials and
allowing the faculty member an opportunity to be heard at the
conclusion of the performance improvement plan, the academic
unit head and dean determine that the faculty member has failed
to make sufficient progress in performance as outlined in the
performance improvement plan (or has refused to engage
reasonably in the process), the academic unit head and dean will
propose appropriate remedial action corresponding to the
seriousness and nature of the faculty member’s deficiencies. Failure
to successfully remediate the identified deficiencies, or
demonstrate substantive progress towards remediation, within
one-year subjects the faculty member to disciplinary actions up to
and including, but not limited to, reallocation of effort, salary
reduction, and tenure revocation and dismissal (USG Academic and
Student Affairs Handbook 4.7). The disciplinary action proposed
should be consistent with the seriousness of the deficiencies,
performance across other areas of the faculty member’s role, and
the faculty member’s lifetime contributions to the institution.
The faculty member has 10 business days from receiving the
recommendation of the dean/dept. chair to request a review of the
recommendation of the academic unit head and dean. Upon
request to review the recommended action by the faculty member,

further due process will include the following:
1. The PTR committee (consisting of the members of both the
department and college committees where both exist) will review
the recommendation of the academic unit head and dean. The PTR
committee may exercise its judgment as to whether an in-person
hearing is necessary. The recommendation of the PTR committee
may be based solely on a review of the record. However, the faculty
member has the right to meet in person with the committee to
provide an explanation of their concerns if they so choose. The PTR
committee will issue its recommendation to the Provost and the
faculty member within 20 business days of the request for review
by the faculty member.
2. Within 5 business days of receiving the recommendation(s) from
the PTR committee, the Provost shall send an official letter to the
faculty member notifying him or her of the decision.
3. The faculty member may appeal to the President of the
institution within 5 business days of receiving the decision from the
Provost. If the faculty member does appeal the Provosts’ decision
the Senate Executive Committee will convene an Appeal Committee
representing tenured faculty across the university. The
recommendation of the Appeal committee may be based solely on
a review of the record. However, the faculty member has the right
to meet in person with the committee to provide an explanation of
their concerns if they so choose. The Appeal committee will issue
its recommendation to the President and the faculty member
within 20 business days of the request for review by the faculty
member.
4. The President’s final decision shall be made within 10 business
days and should notify the faculty member of his or her decision
and the process for discretionary review application as provided for
in Board of Regents’ Policy.
5. If the remedial action taken is dismissal by the President, the
faculty member may complete their faculty assignment for the
current semester at the discretion of the institution; however, the
semester during which a final decision is issued will be the last
semester of employment in their current role.
6. An aggrieved faculty member may seek discretionary review of
the institution’s final decision pursuant to Board policy on
Applications for Discretionary Review (6.26).

Relationships to Other Campus Processes
Academic Freedom This policy is written in the spirit of
upholding the University’s commitment to academic
freedom, and committees and individuals who act under
this policy must ensure the academic freedom of faculty
under review. The policy is not designed to abridge
academic freedom, hinder the tenure or annual review
process, or facilitate the dismissal of faculty (see the
Academic Freedom Policy, approved by the Faculty Senate
in June 1998, in § 301 of the Faculty Handbook).
Termination for Cause Nothing in the post-tenure review
policy alters current Regents policy on dismissal for cause
or its due process requirements. While dismissal for cause
as the result of the post-tenure review process will be rare,
it may be justified in certain instances as defined in Regents
policy, Section 8.3.9.
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freedom, and committees and individuals who act under this
policy must ensure the academic freedom of faculty under
review. The policy is not designed to abridge academic
freedom, hinder the tenure or annual review process, or
facilitate the dismissal of faculty (see the Academic Freedom
Policy, approved by the Faculty Senate in June 1998, in § 301
of the Faculty Handbook).
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Student Success Activities Supplement
This document provides examples of Student Success Activities to aid faculty, units, and colleges in identifying what may fall into this
category when drafting expectations for assessing this criterion. This document draws heavily from a similar document drafted by
faculty at Georgia Tech University.
Examples of Student Success Activities
Student success outcomes can include attaining a degree or other credentials in a timely manner, exploring careers and academic
interests, obtaining career and professional competency skills, and achieving overall student well-being. Student success can also be
described as achieving aspirational goals, such as to become globally conscious, a critical thinker, analytic, diverse, or inclusive. In
other words, student success may be defined as the achievement of a desirable student outcome. However, a student success
activity is how achievement of the outcome is positively promoted. It is the latter with which faculty evaluations are concerned.
Examples of activities that contribute to these student success outcomes and goals are in the list below. Faculty members may elect
to report activities in any of the categories below or may choose to report other activities not listed here. Faculty members who are
primary advisors in research must report their activities on mentorship in research.
• Involvement in High Impact Practices (HIP) HIPs are active learning practices that promote deep learning by promoting
student engagement. Examples include activities such as first-year experiences, living learning communities, undergraduate
research, internships, service/community learning, capstone courses, projects, collaborations, writing-intensives, and
immersive experiences.
• Contributions in Learning and Education includes activities such as developing or redesigning courses or leading
curricular changes based on student academic or career needs; advising or mentoring students academically or in their
careers, including writing letters of recommendation; promoting a positive and inclusive learning environment; developing
scholarship, technologies, mechanisms, or insights related to enabling, understanding, tracking, or reporting student success
in a variety of learning experiences and with different learner groups; maximizing flexibility by using multiple learning
modalities; recruiting and supporting a diverse student community; and, integrating information literacy and research into
student learning.
• Supportive Student Service Activities include activities such as being an advisor of a registered student organization;
mentorship of staff or other faculty members on their student success activities; participating or organizing impromptu or
organized student engagement activities; serving on student-focused committees; engaging in professional society or
community-related student activities; and, participating in or leading programs for students with historically underserved
backgrounds or identities.
• Support of the Strategic Plans includes activities such as those that may support the goal of providing a transformative
learning experience. These include, but are not limited to, the development of new courses, certificates, majors or minors; the
development of co-curricular or extracurricular programs or activities including research-based experiential learning; and, the

use of innovative learning approaches including but not limited to backward-design, universal-design, and the
flipped-classroom.
The term “student” should consider all learners who are engaged in our academic programs, and therefore the following additional
activities may be considered:
• Contributions to Lifetime Education include activities such as designing, developing, and delivering continuing education
or professional education initiatives in a variety of modalities (online, in-person, hybrid) in a manner to increase access and
expand the impact of Georgia Southern; delivering academic learning experiences for pre- or post-college learners, such as
programs performed in collaboration with community groups and programs; research experiences for teachers, and camps;
and career advising and mentoring that transcends the typical college student population and enables success for working
adult learners.
Faculty members also contribute to student success activities when they develop their own teaching and mentoring skills; mentor
junior faculty, teaching assistants, staff and/or other colleagues on these topics; and show an interest and willingness to improve the
student experience, for example:
• Faculty Professional Development activities such as accessing resource materials or participating in professional
development programs that improve teaching and mentorship, such as those offered by the Faculty Center, the Office of
Inclusive Excellence, the National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity, and other professional associations within
faculty member’s field of expertise. The Faculty Center offers credentials, including badges and certificates that may be used
as evidence of faculty professional development activities. Through GA Southern’s institutional membership, all faculty have
access to a free membership to the National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity. Faculty members may also
pursue development in topics related to student success such as student well-being or career development; project
management; research ethics; mentorship training; conflict management; negotiation; diversity, equity and inclusion; and
improving lab culture. Faculty may complete a personal assessment to increase self-awareness.
• Activities Which Promote Student Health and Wellness so as to maximize a student’s capacity to be a fully engaged
learner. Activities could include participating in Safe Zone training, Green Zone training, Conflict Mediation training, Title IX
training, ADA training, or other professional development opportunities that increase the faculty member’s ability to contribute
to a health- and wellness-promoting environments, identify students who may be in distress or in need of assistance and
make appropriate referrals to relevant campus resources.
As a comprehensive research university, Georgia Southern has a mission to mentor students in creating original scholarship and
discovery, becoming independent in their research, and undertaking research related careers.
• Research Mentorship functions can be grouped as activities that support research and career development and activities
that support personal development and well-being. Research and career development activities include career guidance;
research, academic, and professional skill development; sponsorship by publicly acknowledging or advocating for the
students or colleagues whom they mentor; and promoting activities that expand and broaden students’ academic and
research focus. Personal development and promoting well-being activities include displaying role modeling behaviors and

attitudes such as clear and timely communications, respectful and inclusive climate, constructive and timely feedback, and the
recognition of the need for social activities outside of their work.
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SRI Ad Hoc Committee responses to senate feedback (spring 2022)
Senate member feedback
The proposed SRI form drops the item about
student expected grade, removing critical
information to help contextualize the rest of the
items on the form. Students’ expected course
grades are one of the strongest predictors of SET
scores, accounting for nearly 10% of the variance
(Wright & Jenkins-Guarnieri, 2012). SET scores
are more sensitive to students’ grade
expectations than they are to teaching
effectiveness (Boring et al., 2016).
Want to keep “what grade did you expect in this
course”
instructions to students…can it include how skills,
knowledge are defined?
Missing instructions to students about how to
complete the questionnaire.
Want to keep “what worked well in the course”

Literature and Best Practice: not grounded in the
extensive research literature on Student
Evaluations of Teaching (SETs) and violates best
practices from that literature. Any form we adopt
should be well-grounded in that vast literature.
No evidence the proposed form has been
appropriately developed and tested, as is basic
practice in the social and behavioral sciences
before the use or adoption of a new measure.
No evidence of (a) expert validation, (b) response
process validation, or (c) pilot testing (Artino, La
Rochelle, Dezee, & Gehlbach, 2014).
The last time a senate ad hoc committee on SRIs
worked on developing a new measure (20152017), they not only went through all of these
steps, but through this process discovered
significant issues with their initial measures
that required changes before recommending
implementation. Even the time before that when
a new form was proposed (in the 1990s), they
went through at least (a) and (c) before
considering the measure for adoption.

SRI Ad Hoc Committee response
Thank you for your feedback on this item.
Data is received back to faculty in aggregate and,
therefore, not useful in correlation to responses
with other survey questions.

Thank you. Yes, instructions can and will be
added when it is rolled out but we are not sure
we can give definitions of skills, knowledge as
part of that instruction set. We will inquire.
“What worked well” is a good addition. We did
overlook adding this open-ended question. Will
add. What aspects of this course contributed

most to your learning? Please be as specific
as possible.

Frameworks referenced:
Critical Teaching Behaviors Framework;
ACUE (Assoc of Colleges and University
Educators) Effective Practice Framework
Debbie Walker – CTE was also engaged and
assisted in this development.
We agree that a new survey should be tested;
however, the charge of this committee was to
revise the SRI questions. The decision to pilot is
not in our purview. The logistics of roll out and
piloting will most likely be addressed by the
Office of Academic Affairs.
Our Charge: “Create a permanent SRI
instrument that could apply for lectures, labs,
clinicals, and everything in between.”
This committee strongly recommends piloting
this survey with a small group before rolling out
to the entire university.

2
Q6 "and/or" is the type of compromise that
weakens the entire document. Double-barreled
questions e.g., Q6 asks about “skills and/or
knowledge”—which one are students responding
to? How would a student who feels they learned
something in an intro class, but they also feel that
what they learned didn't improve their skills? We
should ask the respondents to assess either their
skills or knowledge, not both. Or alternatively, we
could ask about each in two separate
questions.
Open-ended questions have particular value in
assessing questions of what works and doesn’t in
teaching and learning (Maurer, 2018). The
reports of both the 2017 ad hoc senate
committee on SRIs and the 2013-2014 ad hoc
committee on SRIs indicated that many
department chairs and faculty find student
responses to open-ended questions to be the
most valuable element of SRI measures. The
proposed new form has only one open-ended
item: Q10. In what ways can course material be
improved to enhance student learning? And
why? (Examples may include but are not limited
to reading materials, lectures, demonstrations,
online activities, group work, etc.) It removes the
open-ended item, “What aspects of this course
contributed most to your learning? Please be as
specific as possible.” Faculty wanted a place for
the students to state that they liked the class.
Such items are incredibly important because they
allow for students to provide feedback on what
went well in the course, helping faculty and
administrators to identify effective practices in
teaching and learning. By focusing only on what
could be “improved” in the course, the proposed
form not only excludes this vital feedback, but
frames the process to students in terms of a
deficit model, presuming that there is always
something “insufficient” with teaching that needs
to be “improved”. It will have the effect of very
narrowly focusing the interpretation of and
response to SRIs on the complaints and criticisms
of a disgruntled few students, rather than the
constructive reinforcing feedback from students
who had positive learning experiences in the
course. Q8 Why is this question narrowly
focused on ways that the course material could
be improved? Why not ask a more general
question, how could this course be improved?
Why are we only asking students to tell us what

Variations among disciplines are what
necessitated the and/or thought. Some courses
are heavily skills-based, some are more
knowledge-based; thus “and/or” is used in the
new Q18. My skills and/or knowledge have
improved as a result of this course.

One of our concerns with completely open-ended
questions was their vulnerability to biased
answers (structural biases re race, sex, gender,
age, etc.). These concerns are well documented
in the literature and of great concern to many of
our colleagues across the university.
We agree to keep open-ended questions.
Retaining the old Q18, What aspects of this
course contributed most to your learning? Please
be as specific as possible.

wording change

In what ways can this course be improved to
enhance student learning? And why?
(examples may include but are not limited to
reading materials, lectures, demonstrations,
online activities, group work, etc.)
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we could do better? Why not add another
question that asks them to tell us what they feel
worked well in the course?
The question on the proposed form was also
confusingly changed from “this course” to
“course material” yet in the parenthetical
explanation includes teaching activities like
lectures, group work, etc. basic practice in
questionnaire design calls for the alignment of
the question and any examples provided to help
ensure the validity of responses.
Q7 is double-barreled. Students could feel that
they spent an appropriate amount of time
studying for their class, but they still failed the
class, so ultimately it wasn't beneficial.
Q3 The way this section is worded turns each
question into a double-barreled
question.
It assumes that if faculty did an outstanding job
on each of the items, then
students will
perceive that as creating a positive learning
environment. It is possible that some students
might feel that "including materials from diverse
perspectives" created a negative environment for
them (this is what the students who burnt that
book were effectively saying). A student might
think their teacher did an outstanding job
"encouraging students to ask questions" but feel
that their classmates' questions revealed how
many of their peers have racist, sexist,
homophobic, etc. beliefs and that ultimately led
to the classroom environment being negative,
not positive. This can be fixed by asking
something generic like, "I feel my instructor did
each of the following well this semester."
Q4 "course engagement and/or activities" is
asking a double-barreled question. If we really
want to know about both engagement and
activities, we should ask about them in two
separate questions.
Q5. The wording of this question turns each
question into a double-barreled question by
presuming that if faculty do an outstanding job
"providing timely feedback" students will
interpret that as creating a positive learning
environment. It's possible that an instructor
returned feedback on assignments quickly, but if
the students' thought the feedback was overly
harsh or impossible to understand, they probably
won't think it created a positive learning
environment. How would a student respond who
believed that the faculty member did these

drop “appropriate”.
The amount of time I spent studying for this
course was beneficial to my learning.
These topics are separately scored–each score
stands alone. The topic of diversity is addressed
in other questions but the question of classmate
beliefs is not part of this survey .

After several reworking sessions, “course
engagement activities” is no longer a phrase in
the proposed questions on the survey.
Question reworked to remove the double barrel
situation.
The instructor established a positive learning
environment in the course by:
Q12 Responding positively to cultural and
linguistic differences among students
Q13 Including materials from diverse
perspectives
Overall, the instructor did well in the following:
Q9 Encouraging students to ask questions

4
things but did not create a positive learning
environment?

Q10 Offering suggestions for experiencing,
learning, or studying the materials
Q11 Modeling skills that I was expected to learn
in this course
Q14 Using a variety of teaching methods
Q15 Providing timely feedback
Q16 Giving appropriate guidance
Q17 Displaying willingness to meet

confusing questions Q1 asks about the relevance
of listed items to course objectives—relevant in
what way? To helping students *learn* the
objectives? To being *connected* to the
objectives? Are we really most concerned about
how “relevant” students think the listed items
were to course activities or are we more
concerned about how those things facilitated
student learning of the objectives?
Why is Q2 focused on the syllabus? Aren't we
concerned about how clearly the grading scale,
attendance, and assignment requirements were
communicated by the instructor overall? Based
on how this question is worded, a faculty
member could craft an excellent syllabus, but
never mention each of these things ever again.
Q2 Here again, this is worded in
administrator/faculty language. "Course
administrative aspects" is unlikely to be
understood by students. An alternative wording
for this question could be: "Each of the following
were clearly communicated by the syllabus". Or
"_______ was clearly communicated by the
syllabus." Also, you could rephrase the question
as "How clearly were each of the following
communicated in the syllabus?" and then provide
response options like "very clear, somewhat
clear, not clear at all."Q2 attendance alone
doesn't make sense. It would be more clear if it
said, the class attendance policy or something
similar. Q2 Specific assignment requirements are
not included in many syllabi, unless you mean a
list of the required assessments?
Q3 I don't see how faculty create a positive
learning environment by "Showing expertise or
skills that I was expected to learn in this course."
Also, undergrads are not expected to learn their

question reworked into another area

Agree. Syllabus reference removed and question
section changed to:
The following were clearly communicated:
Grading scale
Course attendance policy as applicable
Course participation
Assignment requirements

wording changed to: Modeling skills that I was
expected to learn in this course
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faculty's expertise, but the wording of this
question implies that they are.
Q3 What is meant by including materials from a
diverse perspective? From diverse social groups
or diverse theoretical perspectives? This is
unclear
Q4 wording Read literally, the first question in
this section asks "Diversity is addressed in this
course through: course reading and/or materials.
Strongly agree... Strongly Disagree." reading
should be plural. This is written in a passive voice,
which is not typical given that this instrument is
supposed to be assessing faculty. As written, it
sounds like my course texts addressed diversity,
but don't we want to know how well faculty
addressed diversity?
Q4 This question is written in present tense, but
all of the others are written in past tense. Given
that this survey is conducted at the end of the
semester, this probably should be in the past
tense.

unclear. removed.

question reworked.

agree. changed all to past tense.

Q6 & Q7. My skills and/or knowledge have
We have 5 stem/leaf questions; 2 solo questions;
improved as a result of this course. Using a matrix and 2 open-ended questions
response layout (like all of the other questions
do), but then only asks a single question. They
should both be converted into a standard
multiple-choice format.
Diversity is a loaded term that means lots of
different things to different people. This
instrument needs to be worded in a way that
minimizes the possible number of interpretations
of what it is asking. We should unpack what we
mean by diversity here and be specific.
Q4. Diversity is addressed in this course through:
This wording of this question is unclear. Diversity
in what?
course objectives. Q1 stem assumes that the
students are aware of what the course objectives
were. Our students have probably never heard
this phrase before. To maximize measurement
validity we should formulate all of our questions
in ways that conform to our students'
perspectives and words the questions in their
language, not ours.
Q2 What about the course goals or students'
learning outcomes? There is nothing on here
about whether the syllabus communicates what
students are expected to learn from the course.

Positive learning environment is the goal and how
the question is now framed.

wording changed to be open ended
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Q7 Do students know what a student learning
outcome is? Again faculty/administrative
language.
"application of skills" in Q1 is too vague. Our
20,000 students might have 20,000
interpretations of what that means in the context
of this question. We need to word things so that
almost everyone would read the question in the
same way.
What is a task in Q1? Q1 What about exams?
questions that are missing important options e.g.,
Q1 inquires about “quizzes”, but not
"tests/exams" for some reasons, despite
including both “assignments” and “tasks”
Questions that will yield misleading responses
e.g., Q7—in addition to being double-barreled, it
asks students how “appropriate” the amount of
time spent studying for the course was. It is a
virtual certainty that large majorities of students
would consider the mandated study time to be
“inappropriate”. Such a question could actually
punish faculty for rigor.
Major issues with response layout for a discrete
visual analog scale. By reverse coding the items
so that higher scores indicate lower levels of
agreement and placing “Does Not Apply” at the
highest point on the form, you create a situation
where any student who checks “Does Not Apply”
for any item will actually massively drag down an
instructor’s mean on that item.
We have seen in the past that far too many
administrators at Georgia Southern insist on
relying on means, even when the items in a scale
have different response scales and I seriously
doubt that those generating the SRI results are
going to take the time to remove “DNA” answers
before computing means for each item.
This is going to be a nightmare for faculty, chairs,
and major review committees to deal with and it
is entirely preventable with a better-designed
form.
Faculty that spoke out or wrote to me want the
old survey questions back.
They are listed below as an easy reference.
Compared to other courses of similar credit
value:
Q1 How much effort did you put into learning the
material covered in this course?

see above. wording changed.

reworded

wording changed to: The amount of time I spent
studying for this course was beneficial to my
learning.

SCALE
Strongly agree (4)
agree (3)
disagree (2)
strongly disagree (1)
not applicable NA with no numeric score assigned

This Committee is working toward that goal.

Here is the Proposed SRI survey:
SCALE
strongly agree (4) agree (3) disagree (2)
strongly disagree (1)
not applicable NA
The following were clearly communicated:
Q1. Course grading scale
Q2. Course attendance policy (as applicable)
Q3. Course participation expectations
Q4. Course assignment requirements
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Q2 How much did you learn in this course?
Q3 To what degree were you intellectually
challenged in this course?
Q4 How often did you seek outside help with this
course?
Q5 How difficult was this course?
Q6 How was the workload of this course?
Q7 What was your level of interest in the subject
matter before taking this course?
Q8 What was your level of interest in this subject
matter after taking this course?
Q9 Is this a required course for you?
Q10 Is this course in your major?
Q11 What grade do you expect in this course?
Q12 Important points were stressed in this
course:
Q13 The course material was well organized:
Q14 The presentation of the course material was
clear:
Q15 The class stayed focused on course
objectives:
Q16 The graded activities reflected course
content:
Q17 The expectations of this class were clearly
communicated in the course syllabus:
Q18 - What aspects of this course contributed
most to your learning? Please be as specific as
possible_________________________________
________________________________________
Q19 - In what ways can this course be improved
to enhance student learning?________________
________________________________________
Q20 The instructor was available to students:
Q21 The instructor was helpful to students:

Overall, the instructor did well in the following:
Q5. Encouraged students to ask questions
Q6. Offered suggestions for experiencing,
learning, or studying the materials
Q7. Modeled skills that I was expected to learn in
this course
Q8. Used a variety of teaching methods
Q9. Provided timely feedback
Q10. Gave appropriate guidance
Q11. Displayed willingness to meet outside of
class for further instruction
The instructor established a positive learning
environment in the course by:
Q12. Responding positively to cultural and
language differences among students
Q13. Including materials from diverse
perspectives
Q14. My knowledge has improved because of this
course.
Q15. The amount of time I spent studying for this
course was beneficial to my learning.
Q16. What aspects of this course contributed
most to your learning? Please be as specific as
possible (examples may include but are not
limited to reading materials, lectures, papers,
demonstrations, online activities, independent or
group work, quizzes, exams, etc.).
________________________________________
______________________________________
________________________________________
______________________________________
Q17 How can this course be improved to enhance
student learning? And why? (examples may
include but are not limited to reading materials,
lectures, papers, demonstrations, online
activities, independent or group work, quizzes,
exams, etc.).
________________________________________
______________________________________
________________________________________
______________________________________
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Q22 The instructor was enthusiastic about the
content (or material) in this course:
Q23 The instructor was prepared for this course:
Q24 The instructor encouraged class
participation, discussion, or questions:
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